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GOP convention set to adopt
'red, white and blue' platform

Wording
pleases
sheriffs
FRANKFORT,Ky. ( AP)Ray Stoess adheres to the old
adage that it is often not what
is said, but rather how it is
said, that is important.
Stoess, who is executive
director of the Kentucky
Sheriff's Association, was
particularly concerned about
how a certain matter would
be worded on the Nov. 6
general election ballot. The
matter is the proposed
amendment to the Kentucky
Constitution that would
remove the restriction on
sheriffs seeking re-election.
Stoess did not want to see
the word "succession" on the
ballot.
"That word in itself puts in
the mind of the voters that
maybe that sheriff will be
allowed to stay in forever,"
said Stoess. "They would still
have to run, this is not a
lifetime job."
It is up to Attorney General
David Armstrong to boil
down all of the legal language
contained in the measure
passed by the General
Assembly and turn it into a
simple question for the ballot
The question voters will
have to answer: "Shall Section 99 of the Constitution be
amended so as to permit
sheriffs to be re-elected or act
as deputies for succeeding
terms?"
Stoess said Monday he is
"delighted" with that translation. Stoess said the association had worked closely with
Armstrong about the wording
of the ballot question.
Stoess said the group
wanted to emphasize the notion that sheriffs will still
have to return to the voters

oejA

DALLAS (AP) - Republican
convention delegates, fired by
partisan rhetoric that portrayed
Walter F. Mondale as the overpromising candidate of a failed
past, were ready today to shout
approval of a platform "wrapped in red, white and blue" and
pledging to hold the line on taxes
and assure victory in any future
war.
Dissenters from the conservative planks on social issues
and from the refusal to include
even benign mention of the
Equal Rights Amendment in the
platform failed to muster the
support to wage a floor fight.
Delegates will hear the platform
outlined at a morning session
and then give their fipal approval tonight.

The Platform Committee
finished action on the document
on Monday. Panel chairman.
Rep. Trent Lott of Mississippi.
turned to White House liaison
Drew Lewis and said, "I've got
it all ready for you. Drew, wrapped in red, white and blue."
President Reagan watched his
party's convention from the
White House and worked on the
speech he will deliver Thursday
night when he and Vice President George Bush accept
nomination for a second term.
In addition to adoption of the
platform, tonight's schedule included speeches by former
President Gerald Ford and Sen.
Bob Dole of Kansas and his wife.
Transportation Secretary
E1izabem--051e.

A likely competitor for the
1988 GOP presidential nominadon. Dole has been joking that
he is pushing a Dole and Dole .
ticket. His wife often is mentioned as a top prospect to be the
first Republican woman on the
national ticket.
While speakers competed for
who could get off the snappiest
anti-Mondale lines, the hottest
topic of conversation among
delegates and onlookers was the
financial disclosures made Monday by Geraldine Ferraro and
her husband. realtor John Eat:caro. The couple paid about 40
percent of their income in taxes.
Encouraged by the Reagan
campaign, delegates were talk(Coned on page 2)

Clark-Madison prosecutor slated
to handle Stumbo's campaign case

Early firearms
Muzzleloaders were the firearms families of the 1850s used to bring wild game to the table. At the Homeplace-1850, a Living
history farm in the Tennessee Valley Authority's Land Between
the Lakes, visitors can learn about muzzleloaders and other
aspects of life between the Cumberland and Tennessee rivers
before the Civil War.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) His courtroom experience and
political independence made
Thomas J. Smith III a logical
choice as special prosecutor in
the Grady Stumbo campaignfinance case, according to Attorney General David
ArmArcing.
"He's handled some difficult
and sensitive cases in the past,"
Armstrong said Monday in announcing the appointment of
Smith, who is commonwealth's
attorney for Clark and Madison
counties.
Smith, reached by telephone
at his office in Richmond, said
he would review all evidence
from the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance and the attorney general's office about the
infusion of $300,000 to Stumbo's
campaign committee in the last
days of the 1983 Democratic
gubernatorial primary.

Smith said he then would
point a special prosecutor.
decide whether the case should
The election registry last
be taken to a grand jury or
month recommended prosecudropped.
tion of Stumbo. businessmen
At the moment, though, his
B.F. Reed and Howard Norrell
knowledge of the case is limited
and a Frankfort business for
to "basically what I've heard
allegedly breaking laws that bar
from TV and radio and read in
corporate political contributions
the papers." Smith said.
ane limit pernial contributions
Armstrong said a special proto $3,000.
secutor was needed because the
Midwest Holding Corp. admitprosecutor in Knott County.
ted providing air transportation
Stumbo's home, disqualified
worth $4.021 during the
himself and because the state is
campaign.
a defendant in a civil suit by
Reed, of Drift in Floyd CounShimbo.
ty, and ,Norrell, of Frankfort,
Smith is "about as indepenprtSvided Stumbo's campaign
dent a person as you can find
with $200,000 and $100,000,
without any close tie to Stumbo
respectively, shortly before the
or me," Armstrong said.
election. There has followed a
Although Armstrong and
raging debate over whether the
Stumbo are frequently mentiontransactions were legal loans, iled as possible Democratic canlegal contributions or purchases
didates for governor in 1987. . of Stumbo's assets.
Armstrong denied that played
any part in his decision to ap(Cont'd on page 2)
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City schools have dip
in enrollment; county
is presently the same
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Preliminary enrollment
figures indicate Murray Independent Schools are continuing to slip slightly while
Calloway County Schools are
holding their own.
Basedon head-counts taken on
the first days of school, Murray
haa 1,277 students enrolled and
Calloway 2,958. The figures for
both school systems are expected to grow by perhaps 10 to
20 students over the next few
days, as they have in the past.
Thus, Murray is anticipating a
final enrollment of around 1,300.
and Calloway of some 2,975.
Calloway's enrollment is
essentially the same as last
year's, according to Superintendent Jack Rose. while Murray's
will be down somewhat from the
1983-84 year-end enrollment of
1,316, said Director of Pupil Personnel Willie Jackson.
Despite the slight dip in Mur-

ray enrollment, Jackson said
the figures are coming in as officials had expected.
"Right now we're pretty well
on target for what we thought we
would have," Jackson said.
Rose also said Calloway's
enrollment is about what was
anticipated. Last year enrollment jumped by more than 2
percent, but ills now expected to
level off for a few years, he
explained.
"We budgeted with the idea
that we would remain stable,
and that's what we're doing,"
Rose said.
Murray's enrollment held
steady at the high school level 411 students compared to 412 at
the beginning of last year - but
slipped in the middle school
because of a small fifth-grade
class of 79 students. The firstgrade enrollment of 118 "looks
pretty good to me," Jackson
said.

There will be partly cloudy
skies tonight with a 20 percent
chance of a late
thunderstorm, lows in the upper 60s and light southeast
winds. the NationalWeather
Service said. Tomorrow will
be mostly cloudy with a 50
percent chance of
thunderstorms, highs in the
mid 80s and southwest winds
around 10 miles an hour,
forecasters said.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT CHANGES - Pictured left is Rick Orr, a ho has
served as
ertis
ing Department Director for the Murray Ledger and Time.. for the pest 1 2 years.
Orr will leave the
position to become Marketing Director for Murray and Nlay Geld Cable% ision on Sept.
I. 1984. Center i.
Sue Overbey, Murray. who has joined the ad% ertising sales staff as an account
representati•e. and
Dave Reeves, Murra) who has been named Ad‘ertising Department Director.
succeeding Orr. The
staff changes were announced today by Walt pperson: publisher of the Ledger and
Times. "Vie wish
Rick Orr and Dave Reeves-the very hest in their nea endea% or, and oelcome Sue(herby.)
to our sales
team." Apperson said. Others on the display ad% ertisina,ataff include: Ray Edwards, hate
Iteei•e% and
Laura Overton.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Murray delegation to request
funding for Glendale project
A delegation of Murray
I"16es will travel to Frankfort
Sept. 4 to request state funding
for an extension of Glendale
Road
Several local officials,
businessmen andAiltetested
n perght to
ear" gone Monde
discuss the trip. A mee g with
state Secretary of Transportation Floyd Poore has been ar'
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ran:
hi/ state Rep Freed
Subscribers
„
who have not
Curd, it Iva announced.
received meir
The city seeks $800,000 to
$900,000 in state money for ah'llb copy of The Newsy Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Moncloyextension of Glendale front U.S.
Fricoy A by 3:30 p.m Scturdoy
841 to Ky. 121. Officials said they
cre urgsd to c."11 723.19141 bethope to obtain funding rot* at
eon 5:30 p.m. end a p.m..
ree-lane toad with curb
least
Montiest through friday, oe
and gutter, and will inquire
3:30 p.m end 5 p.m. Saturdays.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Emergency team being formed for
possible.fvture trouble at Eddyville
But that may not solve all the
EIDDYVILLE, Ky AP emergency --ryas.* tpam 'to , .. bblems at the lAil.e,ear..-nbt
handle dangerous -situations-at - *risen,- Officiate-sey-- Melt--et
modern facilities and longer
the state penitentiary is being
sentences served by younger.
organized after several violent
higher-risk inmates makes tor a
Incidents, state officials say.
troublesome situation, which
Al Parke. state commissioner
has erupted in two stabbings and
of adult corrections, said trainfour assaults in the last four
l ng of prison employees probably would be completed by the
weeks
end of the summer
"The penitentiary has ne•jer

been good for supervision froth

Allg,tipme -0,
!_a•Aks built." Parke
sattt---was--tuttt---to
prisoners up rather than to
allow them to be on the yard and
have free movement."
He said a cellhouse under construction- would inetode a new
guard tower, which should pro.
Cont'd on page 2)
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-Murray man arrested,
held in county jail
Following a sexual misconduct charge, a Murray man has
been lodged in Calloway County
Jail
David Wayne Robinson, 19,
1604 Belmont Ct.. was arrested
Tuesday by Murray Police
Department and charged with
unlawful transaction with a
minor. His bond has been set at
$2,500.

Glendale...
(Cont'd from page 1)

I. AKER
itE RS ON SALE — Calloway County Principal Jerry Ainley (at left) is pleased with the
bumper and notebook stickers Calloway County High School Student Council is selling as a fund raising
project. The student council will begin selling the stickers Friday ev ening at the Murray High vs
('allow ay County High football game. With Ainley are (from right standing) Molly Imes, student council president. Kathy Jo Stubblefield, student council sponsor, Sam Harp, head football coach, and
(kneeling) Mark Waldrop, student council vice-president.

.5-

McDaniel
running for
school board

-01411
PHILLIPS GIVES COMPUTER — 1984 Murray High gradate Bill Phillips. left, is presenting Murray High School Principal Bill Wells with a Texas Instruments 99/44 computer. Phillips won a computer for his high school and himself as a result of his winning a national essay contest sponsored by
I.ysol. The title of Phillips' essay was."Why my school needs a personal computer." Phillips is ill begin
attending Vanderbilt University.
Stet photos by Jeanie Garda.

Rep. Rogers: Reagan will take Ky.

1

DALLAS (AP) — Kentucky
went for Ronald Reagan in 1580,
and Congressman Harold
Rogers said that the conservative nature of the Republican
platform will help ensure a
repeat performance.
The biggest threat to the GOP
ticket is complacency. Rogers
said, in an interview on the floor
of the convention hall.
The growing budget deficit is
a drawback, no question about
said the 5th District
it,
representative who's running
for his third term. "But I don't
think the people blame Reagan
for the deficit. Republicans want
to see the deficit done away
with.
Although Republicans in other
states have complained the party platform has taken an overly
conservative stance against tax
increases, Rogers does not see
that as a problem in Kentucky.

Kentuckians belonging to either
political party.
"I think they agree with the
platform committee that we
don't want our president —
whoever he may be — to raise
taxes," he said. "The vast majority of the people agree with
that."

Kentucky voters are "very
pleased that we're still with the
Reagan plan of tax cuts and no
'ax increases." he said Monday
Rogers, a member of the
Republican Platform Committee, said the document embodies
many positions and beliefs of

Area man dies after wreck
A Dexter man died from injuries suffered in a motorcycle.
car accident at the U.S. 641-Ky.
464 intersection Monday
evening.
Sidney Pritchett. 37, of Box 31,
died at Lourdes Hospital at 10:30
p.m., following the accident at
6:25, according to Kentucky
State Police.
The accident occurred as Pritchett was driving his Honda
motorcycle northbound on 641, a

state police spokesman said. A
car driven by Carl E. Mohler, 29,
of Route 1, Almo, was traveling
eastbound on 464 and pulled into
the path of Pritchett's vehicle,
according to KSP. Pritchett
struck Mohler's car in the
passenger side.
Pritchett was taken to Murray
Calloway County Hospital and
transferred to Lourdes. Mohler
was uninjured.

WEEKEND
MOVIE SPECIAL

V.C.R. Rental
& 6 Movies

Only

Robert W. McDaniel announced today he has filed a nomination petition for a position on the
Calloway County School Board.
McDaniel, 41, of Route 3, is
running for the seat currently
held by Charles Reed. Dr.
Bailey Binford has also announced he is running for that
seat, though he has yet to file a
petition. Reed has not announced whether he will seek reelection.
McDaniel is an employee of
General Tire in the Quality
Assurance Department. He attended Faxon Elementary,
graduated from Murray College
High, and attended Murray
State and Western Kentucky
universities. He and his wife,
Deborah Hall McDaniel, have
three children attending East
Elementary and reside in
Maplewood Estates. McDaniel
has been active in the East
Parent-Teacher Conference.
"I have lived in this county
most of my life," McDaniel said.
"I know the hard work and effort by a lot of people to bring
this school system to the current
level of experience and respect.
I am interested that this level of
achievement be maintained and
Improved where possible.
"I am not running for or
against anyone," he added. "I
am more than willing to put
forth the time and effort to
assure that the children in this
county have the best quality
education we can offer."

Sheriffs...

495

Fri Thrii Mon.

Receive A Free T-Shirt
With Your Weekend Rental
4.11111•1111=11.

MURRAY'S ONLY
COMPLETE
RENTA

about the possibility of funding a
four-lane road.
City council recently passed a
resolution urging that funding
be sought for the extension, and
committing $50,000 in city funds
to the project. The extension is
considered desirable to reroute
traffic off of Sycamore Street,
which is expected to become
particularly heavy when constructlon begins later this year
for a widening of 641.
Attending Monday night's
meeting were Curd, Mayor
Holmes Ellis, county JudgeExecutive George Weeks,
bankers Joe Dick and Glen
Doran, Chamber of Commerce
Executive Vice President Steve
Zea, Chamber Vice President
Bob Billington, former Mayor
Melvin Henley, Don Kelly of
Murray State's Institute for
Rural Development, Seargent
and planning secretary Donna
Parker, Jack Gardner of the
planning commission, Police
Chief Paul Jerry Lee, and all
members of the city council excepting Ed Chrisman and Marshall Jones.
Also at the meeting were John
Puryear and Don Utley from the
state transportation
department.

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200E. Main

753-8201

(Cont'd from page 1)
every four years. even though
they will be able to run for re:
election consecutively as
many times as they wish.
The amendment would also
delete a provision that forbids
sheriffs from becoming
deputies after they leave
office.
Kentuckians have shown
little interest in the proposition during several previous
attempts to have the limitation on sheriff's succession
lifted. The proposal has been
defeated several times,
usually by large margins.
But Stoess said the issue
had often been attached to
other constitutional issues
that have doomed it to
failure
This year, voters 560M willing to make the change, he
said
The sheriff's measum was
the only proposed constitutional amendment approved
by the 1984 General Assembly
that will appear on the Nev. 6
ballot

Former Soviet leader's widow dies:
no cause of death listed by officials
MOSCOW (AP) — 'Nina
Petrovna Khrushchev, widow of
ousted Soviet leader Nikita
Khrushchev, has died, a Communist Party official said
Tuesday.
An official at the LenInsky
region branch of Moscow's Communist Party said Mrs
Khrushchev, who was born in
1900. died the night of Aug. A-9.
She did not give the cause of
death, but said that Mrs.
Khrushchev was buried three or
four days later next to her husband in Moscow's Novodevichy
Cemetery.
The cemetery is the most
prestigious burial place in the
capital after the Kremlin Wall,

Convendon...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ing up the possibility that Ms.
Ferraro might be dumped as
Democratic nominee for vice
president.
"I'm suggesting she might not
make it for the next few months," said Sen. Robert Kasten of
Wisconsin. "She's no longer an
asset, she's a detriment."
Reagan political operative Lyn
Nofziger said, "I don't think
she's going to get by unless she
does a lot more explaining."
A tough talking Democrat
nearly stole the show at the convention's prime time debut Monday when U.N. Ambassador
Jeane Kirkpatrick, a conservative heroine, lashed the
Democrats who nominated Mon.
dale as the "blame America
first crowd" on foreign policy.
While laced with attacks on
the Democrats who met last
month in San Francisco, GOP
convention rhetoric also included bids for "mainstream"
members of the opposition to
cross party lines and support
Reagan.
Keynoter Katherine D. Ortega
cited Mondale's rivals for the
Democratic presidential
nomination — Ernest F. Hollings, John Glenn and Reubin
Askew — as examples of
mainstream Democrats. And

Stumbo...
(Cont'd from page 1)
The civil suit filed in Franklin
Circuit Court against the
registry and the state asks that
the registry's report be set
aside. Because the registry has
no enforcement power, it had
sent its findings to Armstrong.
Little about the case is undisputed, but all parties agree
on one point: It has been
confusing.
Initially, there was disagreement about who should prosecute. Armstrong said statutes
required prosecution at the local
level, so he sent the case to
Knott Commonwealth's Attorney Afton Smith. He, in turn,

(Cont'd from page 1)
vide a better view of some blind
spots on the prison yard.
An ideal solution would be to
build a .modern, maximum security prison. but Lyon Commonwealth Attorney Bill Cunningham said he knows the state
doesn't have the money.
At one point within the past
month, officials at the prison
ordered a three-day lockdown of
all 700 inmates and cut out
visitation rights for a week.
"I think the problems are
worse now than they ever have
been," Cunningham said. "The
state is pouring money into a
bottomless hole to try to make it
more secure. In reality,
everything you do down there
Impairs security.
"The place is 100 years old. So
many buildings have cropped up
on the hill that there are blind
spots all over the place that corrections officers can't see.
That's where all the assaults are
occurring." He has regular contact with inmates while investigating crimes and also
takes each Lyon County grand
jury through the prison.
While he isn't predicting that
Inmates ,atie in a mood to riot.
Cunningham believes state
government must act to correct
some of the problems.
ate
•
ViRittave a
down there today than you had
10 years ago." Cunningham
said. "Inmates, are staying for
longer periods of time, which
means they get settled in. They
have more time to organize and
start running strong-arm
games, loan-shark operations,
different types of gambling and

where all other former rulers of
the Soviet Union except
Khrushchev are buried
A death notice in the August 11
edition of Evening Moscow announced the death of Nina
Petrovna Kukharchuk, as Mrs
Khrushchev was known before
she married the country's future
ruler In 1924
The death notice drew no attention until rumors spread
around Moscow that Mrs
Khrushchev had died
Khrushchev, who became
Communist Party secretary in
1963, was removed from power
In 1964 and lived in obscurity until his death in 1971

she quoted Gary Hart's description of the Mondale economic
program as "a collection of old
and tired ideas, held together by
paralyzing commitments to
special interests and constituency groups."
But while wooing Democrats,
the Republicans faced
dissenters within their own
ranks over the platform.
"The far right controls the
Republican Party," said Sen.
Lowell Weicker of Connecticut.
-This platform shows it."
Weicker led an unsuccessful
effort by moderates to obtain
enough signatures to carry their
fight to the floor. "The numbers
just weren't there," said
Weicker.
"I don't think it's worth the
paper it's written on," Rep.
Silvio Conte of Massachusetts
said of the platform
Even the White House had
some reservations with the platform, particularly the plank
saying the Federal Reserve
Boards "destablizing actions
must be stopped."
"I don't think at this point I
would be as critical of them as
some on the platform wanted to
be," said Treasury Secretary
Donald Regan
Drew Lewis, the White House
liaison to the platform committee, made it clear Reagan didn't
feel locked into every position
taken in the document
''I don't think we're going to
win or lose this election based on
the platform," said Lewis.

sent it back to Armstrong, citing
poor health and asking to be disqualified. Armstrong then handed the case to Thomas Smith.
Still to be decided is the question of where prosecution, if any,
should take place. The principals live in different counties
and the transactions allegedly
occurred in Floyd and Franklin
counties.
"I can foresee a can of worms
becoming a can of snakes if we
had to go into three or four counties," Thomas Smith said.
"The first thing I need to do is
get the information the (attorney general) and the registry
had." he said. "Then I need to
make a decision about whether I
think there was a violation of the
law. If I thought there was sufficient evidence to proceed, I'd
have to decide which grand Jury
to present it to."

organize into their own interest
groups.
"It stands to reason that if you
put more people behind bars for
longer periods of time that the
crime rate will fall. That means
the community problems will
decrease but the corrections
problems will increase."
Parke agrees that the population has been changing over the
years. In addition to inmates being confined to longer terms, he
said, they are younger, highersecurity risks and more likely to
test prison regulations.
One situation repeatedly
criticized by Lyon County grand
juries is inmates' use of
telephones
"It is one of the avenues that
allows inmates to get contraband into the penitentiary, such
as marijuana and other drugs,"
Cunningham said

Enrollment...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Calloway's high school enrollment is 940, and ita kindergarten
enrollment of 225 to 230 is "a
healthy group,"Rose said. Murray's kindergarten enrollment is
76
By building level, the Murray
and Calloway preliminary
-eiltrtitimenti are:
Murray: elementary, 473;
middle school, 393, high school,
411; Calloway: elementary,
1,518 (North, 575; East, 490;
Southwest, 486); middle school,
600; high school, 940.
The schools receive state funding based on their average dally attendance

TIL ESDAT, 4( 61. ST 21, 111S4

. PERSPECTIVE
We oppose changes
in gun control law
Advocates Of tighter gun control measures
,
although obviously well-intentioned, seem
to discount the missing link that so often exists
between theory and actuality.
Would the enactme
of legislation ensure a
solution to a problem
all recognize? Or
would the criminals a
razies who are its
primary object find ways to circumvent such
a
law?
History, from the bathtub gin of Prohibiti
on
days to the current epidemic of marijuan
a, cocaine and other illegal drugs, provides an
answer that seems to us to be, unfortunately,
irrefutable.
A new law sounds good in theory - if only
everyone would conform.
In reality, the only people affected by more
rigid restrictions on guns would be the vast
majority of people who are not the least bit inclined
to perpetrate a violent crime anyway. They,
of
course, would observe the law.
On the other hand, law or no law, those of less
honorable intention could acquire a gun through
the inevitable black market. And they would.
Anyone who sets out to shoot somebody or to use
a gun in the 'commission of any other crime
would have no compunction about obtaining that
gun illegally.
Certainly the violent flaw in the fabric of our
society Is cause for concern. Yet we should not
allow our frustration to distort our real-world
view so much that we seek , comfort in a
misleading oversimplification. Such groping
tends only to compound disillusionment.
Something deeper and far more complicated
than guns has nourished the roots of our national
malady. We see the sickness too frequently and with the focus on a variety of lethal instruments that have the capability for
destruction.
People bent on killing and maiming will find
their own way, whether with guns in a
McDonald's bloodbath in San Ysidro, with an
automnhile on a Los Angeles-sidewalitzer-wfth
poisoned Tylenol sold across the counter in
Chicago.
True, elimination of some handguns, the socalled "Saturday night specials." would
alleviate the problem to an extent, But that kind
of thinking is another impractical tangent
because they will not be eliminated. They are
and will continue to be available - and to find
their way into the wrong hands.
We are not inclined to wave the Second Amendment as a red flag or to otherwise try to inflame
passions with our opinion on gun control, an issue
that has for some years aroused intense emotion
on both sides. Loud arguments seldom resolve
anything.
Instead, we prefer to think we take a rational
and reasonable approach based on the' realities
of the broader and admittedly perplexing problem!' of violent crime in America. New laws
simply have done little to curtail it.
Perhaps now we need to begin encouraging
both stricter enforcement of existing law and the
evolution of a new judicial mentality committed
to harsher punishments for offenders,

Ten years ago
Unofficial enrollment figures show 2,711
students enrolled in the six elementary centers,
the high school and the EMR Unit, according to
Charlie Lassiter, director of Pupil Personnel for
Calloway County Schools.
Krit Stubblefield, son of Mr. and Mrs, Bill
Stubblefield, and Larry Tucker and Jerry
Tucker, sons of Mr. and Mrs. James Tucker, won
honors in the FFA Dairy Show at the Kentucky
State Fair, Louisville.
H. Glenn Doran was presented a Certificate of
Appreciation for his services as chairman of the
Board of Regents of,Murray State University by
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, MSU president.
Twenty years ago
Michael White and Billy Hendon of the
Calloway County 4-H Teen Club, and Martha
, Kemp_of the Murray College High 4honors in the CattleJudging Contest at the Purchase District Fair at Mayfield.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jameson, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Garland and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lovett.
Thirty years ago
A small twister did considerable damage on
Aug. 19 about 3:30 p.m. Damage was confined
primarily aboilt the Murray Drive-In Theatre.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ogilin, a
boy to Wade and Rachel Norsworthy, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ryan Cooper and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. 0.B Boone, Jr.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

A little more about Kiawah Island resort
and a walk through historic old Charleston
Last Thursday, I promised to tell
you today a little more about
Kiawah Island, the resort near
Charleston, S.C., where we recently spent a few enjoyable,
memorable days. So, here goes.
There are no motorcycles,
mopeds, dune buggies, motor
homes or campers on Kiawah.
These are left near the closely
operated security station, manned
by uniformed officers with Smokey
Bear hats. They carefully check
you in and out.
And, the posted speed limits on
the island are unusual - 23, 33 and
43. When asked why these figures,
one of the security men replied,
"They get your attention. We are
all so used to the usual ones, we
have a tendency to ignore them."
• • •
If you like to "eat out," there are
several rather sophisticated places
on the island, although somewhat
limited in menu and seating. They
go all the way from the Charleston
Gallery in the Mn, where jackets
and ties are required for the men,
to the casual, informal dining at
places with such exotic names as
the Jasmine Porch, Sundancer's
and Jonah'ii.
Scooper's is the place for a big,
double-dipped ice cream cone, the
flavor selected from two dozen or
more tempting ones.
We tried two of them - Jonah's
and the Park Cafe - and found
prices comparable with those at
the Brass Lantern or Dakota Feed
& Grain here at home.
• • •
For a real good seafood dinner,
though, you'll have to drive
something like 20 miles back
toward Charleston to Cappy's on
the Stono River. They take no
reservations, so to avoid a long,
long wait, it's best to get there at
least by 6:30 p.m.

The only other place we found
Nicklaus, features three oceanwithout going over into Charleston
front holes w4ich can strike terror
was Rast's Restaurant on Johns
into your heart when you first look
Island, some 10 miles from Kiawah
down their fairways, bordered by
and on the oak-canopied road to the
scrub brush, high grass and
island. It features seafood and has
palmettos. If a golfer sprays his
"barbecue" on its menu, but I
shots, these holes can bring him to
wouldn't recommend the
his knees.
barbecue. It's that soupy, chopped
• • •
up kind, nothing to compare with
Tennis is big on Kiawah - just as
our West Kentucky barbecue. Its
it is everywhere. There are two
cornbread, though, is out of this
"clubs," one with 16 courts and one
world.
with 12.
Rast's is the birthplace of the
The West Beach 'Racquet Club
famous P-D-Q cooker, sold by
has 14 clay and two lighted hard
Neiman Marcus and Hammacher
courts as well as three ball
Schlemmer. Sizes and models are
machines. The East Beach Tennis
displayed about the dining room.
Club has nine clay and three hard
They range in price from $995 for
courts as well as a practice alley
the one which can cook 24 2-inch
with automated retrieval.
steaks at one time to $550 for a
Touring pro Roscoe Tanner is the
backyard, family-size cookout
island's tennis "ambassador" and
model.
brings such biggies as Chris EvertOn a wall, thoup, is the largest
Lloyd, Vince Van Patton, Lloyd
mounted blue marlin I have ever
Bridges and Dick Van Patton to the
seen. It weighed 570 pounds, is 13 1/2
island for exhibitions from time to
feet long and was caught on Aug.
time. I suggested they invite Mel
27, 1975, by a fellow by the name of
Purcell. He can beat any of them.
Sidi Leinhouse, so the plaque read.
That's "high cotton tennis" down
It is said to be the second largest
there - a far cry from the days
blue marlin ever landed off the
when Jim Lassiter and I had to
South Garolina-coast.-help scrape the grass off Murray
• • •
State's four courts every spring
For the golfers, there are two
and line them with lime from a tin
simply fabulous championship
can before we could play. They
courses on Kiawah - one designed
were where Faculty Hall is today.
by Gary Player and the other by
• • •
Jack Nicklaus. A third, designed
One popular attraction on the
by Tom Fazio, currently is under
island is the two-hour "jeep safari"
construction.
they have for a trip into the
Those who own homes on the
undeveloped parts of the island, inisland can play all the golf they
cluding the old Vanderhorst manwant free of charge, but guests pay
sion, built in 4907, and the
a pretty respectable green fee.
plantation.
The llth hole on the Player
It's not uncommon *to see
course appropriately is called "the
alligators, white-tailed deer and
sand box." You almost have to take
other wildlife as.- you ride through
a camel to get to it, so surrounded
the woods and brush along sandy
and guarded it is by more than half
roads. The guide drives the lead
a dozen huge traps.
jeep and gives a running commenTurtle Point, Klawah's second
tary over a CB-like radio to
course and the one designed by
receivers in the other jeeps, follow-
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ing in line and driven by people taking the tour. Son Jeff was the
chauffeur for our group.
• • •
No trip to itiawah, though, would
be complete without spending a
day playing "Tommy Tourist" in
historic Charleston. The charm of
the old city grabs you.
We took a carriage ride through
the "old city" and then spent the
rest of the day walking about it. We
watched fascinated as the nimble
fingers of the ladies in the market
place wove pretty baskets from
sweet grass and pine needles, just
as they have done for years and
years.
We went through some of the
Revolutionary War period and pre.
CivilWar antebellum homes, walked past the graves of John C.
Calhoun and two signers of the
Declaration of Independence Edward Rutledge and Thomas
Lynch, Jr. - in the churchyard at
St. Phillips Church, past the oldest
Baptist Church in the South and
took in other points of interest. It's
impossible to do it all in a day.
Jeff _ took tht_noat out to Foil...
Sumter and relived the initial shots
of the Civil War. I waited on the
dock. I get seasick too easily.
The aircraft carrier Yorktown,
named after the one sunk at Midway in World War II, is moored
there and open to tourists, but we'll
have to climb around on it at
another time.
• • •
If you would like to know more
about Kiawah Island and the
Charleston area in considering
next year's vacation, you can
write: Kiawah Island Resort,
P.O.Box 12910, Charleston, S.C.,
and they'll send you all the poop.
Like I said last Thursday: That
area has got to be one of America's
best kept secrets.

letters to the editor

The presidential race, viewed from Kaintucky

looking back
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To The Editor,
I'm from Kentucky and we've
got the cardinal for our state bird,
and the goldenrod for our flower.
Now that represents to me a rather
pretty picture. A red-bird satin' on
a goldenrod can't do any harm.
You'd think the Republicans and
the Democrats would have some
kinds thing like that to represent
them too, now wouldn't ya. I mean
an eagle on the one hand to show
power and strength, and a lion or
tiger on the other. But no They
have an elephant and a donkey. I
guess the Republicans don't want
to forget how big a jack-a-- the
Democrats really are. Now don't
get me wrong! You see I'm a
Democrat, so if I_can't poke a little
uzi-a myself, who can9
I know most northerners think all'
we do down here is raise horses and
make whiskey, and sit around the
front porch sipping moon-shine and
shootin' long yarns, and to some
degree that's true. But now we've
got a man runnin' for president
that all he says he's goin' to do is
raise taxes! But come to think of it,
maybe he's not such-a bad egg
after all. He's the first politician
that I can remember that's told.the
truth about what he's goin' to do.
And 'being from Kentucky I can't
really say too much about his
raisin' taxes. Lincoln was the first
president in history to raise taxes
.to support the Civil War, and he's
from Kentucky. So you see whiskey
and horses isn't all we're known for
raisin' down here.
But tellin' the truth about raisin'
taxes isn't the only first that the
Democrats got goin' for 'ern this
time. They've got a woman runnin'
for second place! Ferraro, sounds
like some fancy sports job, doesn't
it?
Of course it remains to be seen if
she can run as good as-she sounds.
But then again I can't say much
about women in politics. We've got
a woman for our own State governor, and I helped put her there! I
guess when we started callire 114
Axil:We II.
•••;"
'
Meal tip such a stir!'"
On the other side of the coin
.Reagan hasn't got much gorn. for
him this time. He's not groin' to
raise nothin', and he hasn't got no
woman as his side kick. If you
remember last time he ran he
swept the country with the burnin'
question: 'Are you Ilvin' as good to-

day as you did yesterday?' Recon
he'll bring that up again this time?
I saw on the tube the other day that
our poor people had increased this
past year by twelve percent! Of
course there again I can't say too
much against ole' Ronney. You see
I voted for him, along with a lot of
other good Democrats. I
remember the nite ole' Ronney
won. I kept tryin' to adjust the color on my TV. I thought the red had
gone out of it.
The way I see it President
Reagan hasn't got much goin' for
him this time. Let's see what he's
got goin' against him. First off he's
got the liberated women, they'll
vote for what's her name. He's
taken all the free-bees from the
poor and stoppin' the Mexicans
from crossin' the border. He's got
at least sixteen million of the
population against him. That's the
unoffical number of unemployed as
of last count. And of late his joke

tellin' has hit rock bottom, so to
speak. I've got a pretty good idea
as to what he'd say tho, if you'd get
a chance to ask him about all this:
"Well...that's the way the ball
bounces," unquote.
Well. it wouldn't be fair if I
didn't mention what ole' Monty's
got against him. He's got taxes. And he just might come around
about that issue if he'd just stop
long enough to think about what
they did to LincoinOf course Lincoln got his picture on a coin, and
ole' Ronney hasn't even done that.
I guess his impression on so many
miles of celluloid is solice enough
for him.
As usual tho, both parties are
sayin' they're goin' to win big! It's
goin' to be an interestin' race to
watch, isn't it? That is, if you've
got a TV by next November!
Jim Etheridge
516 Broad Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

County Fire-Rescue Squad
should not be split apart
TosThe Editor,
flood-swollen rivers.
I write in reference to the Aug.
I don't know if Mr. Adams con15th report regarding the separasiders being snowed in an
tion of the Calloway County Fire
emergency, but if you ask some of
Rescue Squad. I disagree with the
the people the squad aided in re"Practical Reasons" Mr. Charles
cent years by carrying groceries or
Adams,newly appointed DES coordelivering medicine they would.
dinator, listed for the separation
Squad members have aided with
Mr. Adams stated there was no
traffic accidents not only with fire
coordinated plan for dealing with
trucks but by freeing people trapemergencies or disasters. In
ped in crushed cars and trucks.
numerous Ledger & Times reports
Recently the squad responded to an
the squad has worked closely with
accident, a propane truck had
county and state law enforcement.
overturned when a county bridge
One case in point, two years ago a
had fallen through. Trained squad
tornado hit Hazel, Ky and was
members, working with county ofreported heading for Murray. C.0
ficials, contained the propane.
Fire Rescue Squad members set up
prevented the truck from exemergency generators at the
ploding and removed the driver,
sheriff's office and were on standpreventing a local disaster
by to aid where needed.
I feel Mr Adams should get 'his
I agree with Mr Adams' statefacts straight land) he should,comment, "I would•hate.to be in a posimend the Fire & Rescue Scw.d for
tion. wtir,y,Go.
cz.-10
a-job wri cione trf.tht bms.au,. •
7-7
runnfng arotind trying to rescue,"
Few people after working all day
Fortunately Calloway County is not
would get up out of bed and leave
in that position' I'm sure if youtheir families to volunteer their
were to poll the families of our
time free of. charge to aid others
county who have lost a loved one to
These men are truly Special
drowning they would tell you of the
•People
well organized efforts and perhaps
Mrs Larry Turner
of how squad members endangered
800 N. 20th St.
their own safety to search rushing
Murray. Ky. 42071

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
An election year is a good time to
think about political ideologies, such
as they are. Some eighty or ninety
years ago, American satirist Ambrose Bierce included the following
definition of a Conservative in his
Devil's Dictionary:
Conservative, n. A statesman
who is enamored of existing
evils, as distinguished from
the Liberal, who wishes to
replace them with others.
Were he alive today. Bierce might
define a Moderate as someone who
is content to select positions from
among each set of evils, so as to
avoid accepting responsibility for
either.
"All human beings have gray little souls - and they all want to
rouge them up." This comment on
the subject of pretensions comes
from the Russian author Maxim
Gorky (ca. 19031.
Another comment on this subject
comes from the famous eighteenth-century author Samuel Johnson. It
is a bit more.: straight-forward, but
not as pungent:
Almost every man wastes part
of his life in an attempt to
diSplay qualities which he does
not no••e•s. and to gain al,
plause which he cannot keep.
That's OK. It won't hurt for long
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MURRAY TODAY
Food roundup for children's homes planned
Kentucky Baptists in
this area will sponsor
the fourth annual Food
Roundup in September
for Baptist Homes for
Children, the oldest continuously operated
children's home in the
Southern Baptist
Convention.
The Women's Advisory Board of Kentucky Baptist Homes for
Children is
spearheading the
popular project that collects thousands of
dollars worth of food
each year to help feed
youth who are in the
care of the agency.
During the entire
month of September interested individuals and
Baptist groups are encouraged to donate food.
In some instances the
staples will be taken to
their churches and then
delivered to regional
pick-up points. In other
cases the collected
Items w 114 be
transported directly to

regional sites.
From these places the
food will be distributed
to the Baptist Children's
Homes at Spring
Meadows in Middletown, and Glen Dale
in Glendale; the Temporary Shelters in
Elizabethtown and Dixon, and the Home for
Unwed Mothers in
Louisville.
Eldred M Taylor, Executive Director, said,
"The food roundup
means more to our
agency than words can
express. One, it makes
people all over the state
conscious of the fact
that we exist and have
needs. This is because
the Women's Advisory
Board and all our Child
Care Representatives
promote it.
"Second, it's a
tremendous boost to us
because the food shower
gives people a chance to
do something personally
for the homes. They
select the food take it to

Beverly
Warren
Has
Moved'

the church and some
even get the foodstuffs
to regional pick-up sites
They have done
something with their
own hands to -help us.
"Third, it's a boost to
us because the food
roundup has amounted
to approximately
$20,000 in value in each
of the last few years.
This enables the homes
to stay within their food
budgets and avoid large
Increases in expenditures," Taylor said.
In addition to canned
goods and other staples,
the agency also encourages farmers to
donate pork or beef that
must be "USDA
Inspected."
Food collectionsedmill
continue throughout
September. The food
should be packed in
boxes with tops in case
stacking is necessary.
Contributors are asked
to remember that
government regulations
do not permit any home
processed or home canned foods to be used in
this effort.

heancry Ledger & Times

itattairen. editor

Community calendar

Tuesday, Aug. Al
Children in the BapMartin's Chapel
tist homes also have
need for personal sup- United Methodist
plies such as soap, Church Women will
toothpaste, tooth meet at 7 p.m
—— — —
brushes, deodorant,
Retirees of Local 1068
powder. shaving cream,
and lotions. These items UAW -AFL-CIO will
can be delivered to the have a covered dish suppick-up points along per at 5:30 p.m. at First
with the food for Christian Church.
————
distribution and use
Murray TOPS (take
(Remember that the
average age of Spring off pounds sensibly)
Meadows and Glen Dale Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
residents is 14 or 15.)
————
Any questions regarQuilt Lovers will meet
ding the September
Food Roundup should be at 6 p.m. at Calloway
directed to Tom Moore, Public Library.
————
Director of DevelopMurray Optimist Club
ment/Communications,
Baptist Homes for will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Children, 108.01 Homeplace Family
s
Shelbyville Road, Mid- Restaurant.
————
dletown, Ky. 40243.
Murray Assembly No.
(Telephone 1-245-2101 or
toll free 1-800-292-9440. I 19 Order of the Rainbow
Financial contributions for Girls will meet at 7
will be accepted and p.m. at lodge hall.
————
should be directed to the
attention of Rev. Tom , Calloway County
Moore at the same Athletic Booster Club
will meet at 7 p.m. in
address.
In the Southwestern high school cafeteria.
————
Region designated food
Al coholics
(Cont'd on page 6)
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
—
Arthritis Drive Kickoff will be at 7:30 p.m. at

Tuesday, Aug. 21
Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
— — ——
Murray Moose Lodge
Legion meeting will be
at 8 p.m with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
————
Wednesday. Aug. 22
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
— — ——
Ladies day events will
be golf at 9 a.m. and
bridge at 9:30 a.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
————
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club
will be golf and bridge
at 9:30 a.m, and lathes
day luncheon at noon.
— ———
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parent and Twos
at 9:30 a.m., and Story
Hours for preschoolers
at 10:30 a.m. and for
school agers at 2:30
p.m.
————
Youth Club of First
Christian Church will
open at 5 p.m. at the
church.
————
Music Ministry Fair
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church.

Ita lan Spaghetti
Special

Thursday, Aug. 23
The Compassionate
Parent Support Group
will meet at 7.30 p.m at
the Calloway County
Health Center.
————
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Bonfire will be at 8
p.m. at Murray High
School.
————
The Single Connection
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
third floor classroom,
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church. For information call Jill at 753-1701.
————
Alcoholic s
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7683.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Cardinal Flower
Search at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
————
Young -in -Hearts
Group of Seventh and

Thursday, Aug.33
Poplar Church of Christ
will mee at church prking lot at 8 a.m. to go to
Loretta Lynn's Dude
Ranch at Hurricane
Mills, Tenn.
————
Mothers Day Out will
be it 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.

Recipe listed
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
LUNCH FARE
Tossed Avocado Salad,
Pantry Dressing, Rolls,
Cookies and Iced Tea
Pantry Dressing
14 cup red wine
vinegar
14 cup chili sauce I'
3 teaspoons sugar
1 14 teaspoons
Worcestershire sauce
1 cup vegetable oil
Salt and pepper to
taste
Beat or shake
together vinegar, chili
sauce. sugar.
Worcestershire, oil and
salt and pepper. Cover
tightly and refrigerate
Beat or shake vigorously again just before using. Makes 11
/
4 cups.
(Good dressing to use
with a salad of tossed
greens and sliced
avocado.)

She will now be working at
ONLY

Murray Beauty
Salon

$1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Thurs. and Fri.
753-3142 or Call 753-1500
Mon.-Wed. To Make
An Appointment

Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
eat rills well at home for this

Y00 to,
.,

perro•

2-Tone Grey Tabard Vest.
Jacquard pattern liar,
ribbed sides.
18.00

By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
New Concord post office with its sign painted
by a former concorder
Charles Rains, had a
first time caller to buy
Olympic stamps recent1 y , a guest from
Trinidad of Mrs. Mabel
Blalock.
Mable had been with a
church group as missionaries to Trinidad
last year and she had
lived in with the mother
of this guest who
brought with her two little sons, 6 and 7 years
old.
They with Mrs.
Thelma Parker of Murray visited with me in
my carport awhile, and
the bright-eyed little
boys entertained us with
Sunday School songs.

Mrs. Blalock had taken
them to breakfast, with
the Thursday group of
friends who meet weekly at The Boston Tea
Party near Fern Terrace Lodge, where Otis
Lovins is one resident.
Two lathes, Mrs. Sally
Spiceland, and Mrs.
Mary Wisehart, have
celebrated 93rd birthdays this August at
their own homes with
several relatives present at each home.
The Olympics have
had no obstacles to compare with what these
hardy determined
mothers must have

overcome to reach this
ripe old age healthy.
Mr. amd Mrs. Orvis
Wilson of Michigan
were present for Mrs.
Wisehart's celebration.
How I would have
welcomed the chance
when I was in school at
Murray to have roomed
free at Mrs. Wisehart's
pretty little white home
near the hospital just for
my company.
Her son, Bernice
Wisehart, employed at
Gibson Ham Co. 107 N.
Third in Murray wants a
dependable lady to
spend the nights with his
mother at her home.

Eric Loving who on
his bicycle has been
touring since the last of
May, returned home
Sunday, Aug. 12 with a
football friend, Bruce
Taylor of Panorama
Shores in time to
resume work and attend
school at the university.
We wish Eric would
share his experience in
the Ledger and Times
with those who never
travel.
Calloway Countians
should count their blessings for bountiful crops
this time.
All would have been
(Cont'd on page 5)

BARGAIN
MATINEES
CHERI & CINE
All

Seats

$2.00

In ow tent no foreign
army ha, eve, occupied
Amen,an soil JotAno..

2-Tone Grey Cowl Neck
sweater with
multi-colored
triangle Jacquard
pattern.
123.00

central center 753-3314

TRINIDAD GUESTS — Mrs. Elizabeth Wiggins and her two sons. Roger
and Richard, of LaBray Island of Trinidad in the West Indies, are visiting in
the home of Mrs. Mable Blalock, left, of Murray. Mrs. Wiggins is a nurse
working with Texaco in a hospital there. She is a daughter of Mrs. Webb, a
missionary in Trinidad that came here for a visit. Mrs. Blalock met Mrs.
Wiggins while on a mission trip with the group from Elm Grove Baptist
Church in 1983. The Wiggins'family arrived here on Aug.Sand plan to leave
on Saturday. Aug. 25. This is their first trip to Kentuckv.

it's So Easy To
Rent-To-Own from
COLORTYME

Non-pleat. baggv
fitted pants.
Sizes 3-13.
In Purple,
Lapis, Magenta.
Slate Grey.
123.00

C. Nowl
ot Shown:
Multi-Stripe
Long Sleeve Crew Neck
Sweater. 2-Tone
Mulitcolored -Buttoned
Shoulder. $23.00
Check for yourself—Littletods realI
does have the best prices in town.

(LITTLETQJ

M

EASTWOOD

A cop on
the edge 0

Ti 14Two

Rent-To-Own

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN
s.5,18...not
•Thru Thur.'

Free Service
belivery

No
Deposit

No Creditors Checked

759-4487

Shenna(Po)
and
Where Tha Ions Aripit)
IS A Carload Tue.
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH

TYME)
TV•Video•Aodio•Appliances

204 South 4th
Murray — (Closed Wed.)
444-66811711 Jefferson-Paducah
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Couple will celebrate anniversan
Mr and Mrii.- Wavel
Osbron ot New Coneord
will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on
Saturday. Aug. 25.
No formal celebration
is planned.
The couple was married Aug. 25, 1934, in
Murray by the late Rev.
R.F. Gregory. Their attendants were Mrs.
Velma Davis and the
late Ora King.
Mrs. Osbron, the
former Hattie Moore, is
the daughter of the late
Louis Moore and Ellen
McCuiston Moore.
Mr. Osbron is the son
of the late Bob Osbron
and Florence Ferguson
Osbron.
Mr. and Mrs Osbron
have four daughters
who are Mrs. Dana
Mr. and Mrs. Wavel ()sham
(Dora) Corey, Mrs.
Glen (Brenda) Stubblefield and Mrs. Bobby New Concord, and Mrs.
of Murray.
grandchildren and four
(Loretta) Meador, all of Don Marsha) McClure
They have seven great-grandchildren.

DATEBOOK
Tennis play Thursday
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Thursday, Aug.43. at 9 a.m. at the
club courts. The lineup is as follows: Court One
— Andrea Hogancamp, Joni Billington, Sharon
Wells and Shirley Homra; Court Two — Peggy
Billington, Bobbie Weatherly, Patsy Oakley and
Patsy Miller; Court Three — Emmy Edwards.
Sharron Brown. Brenda Marquardt and Shelia
Farmer.

Singles plan outing
The Single Connection has planned another
outing on a lake. They will meet at 9 a.m. on
Saturday, Aug. 25. at the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank to go pontooning at Missing Hills
Resort. Cost will be $5 per person plus gas. Older
children are welcome and each one should take a
sack lunch. Reservations should be made with
Linda at 753-9414.
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Graceland

Rainey'3 211

R.AI.NE 1 A PPERSON

Hi

The mystique of Elvis Presley
carpeted walls, fur lamp shade
continues, despite the singer's and feathered mirror. Elvis
lovdeath on Aug 16, 1977. A couple ed to say he bought all
the furof weeks ago I enjoyed a tour of niture for that room
in 30
Graceland, Elvis' white-pillared
minutes.
mansion in Memphis, Term.
If you travel the world and you
At that time all of the people mention Memphis,
Term., the
who work and live around first thing a person
will ask is
Graceland were gearing up for
have you been to Graceland?"
the 15,000 fans who were coming So don't miss !t.
for the annual Elvis Interna• • •
tional Tribute Week. This event
We were In Meridian, Miss.,
began Aug. 13.
this past month to celebrate
Graceland was everything I Walt's father's 80th
birthday
thought it would be — from his The dinner party was
held in this
costumes, guitars, pink old restored home,
Hamilton
Cadillac, sports cars and a pink Hall. The home was literally
jeep. The guides at Graceland moved and numbered, piece
by
act as though Elvis might walk piece, from downtown Meridian
in the door any minute, and they to a beautiful site by the
Merihave a deep love for the man, his dian Country Club. Restoratio
n
music, his family and especially is something the deep south
has
his daughter, Lisa Marie, who perfected.
will inherit the enire estate when
• • •
she is 21 years of age.
Fall fashions are in all of the
If you tour the 18-room man- clothing stores these hot August
sion, don't miss his den with the days. Shopping early has

become an American tradition
Have you noticed — the
Christmas catalogues are
already coming by the dozens
Honestly it is still so hot and
summery to be thinking that far
ahead. Shop Murray first before
you order. You can usually find
the same things in Murray.
When you think of fall fashions
the word "style" comes to mind
Exactly what is style' NeimanMarcus publicity has a few
words on the subject. "Style,"
said Auguste Peret. "is a word
that has no plural." Gore Vical
says, in part, "it's knowing who
you 'are." Richard Eberhart
considers style "the perfection
of a point of view." The great
designer Pierre Balmain mused
that "Style is the trick of wearing a cloth coat to look as though
you are wearing mink." It is obviously something different -to
all, as it should be.. individual.

Johnston reunion planned

Newborns and dismissals released

A reunion of the Johnston family is planned for
---Saturday,--Atia. 23, frern-rioori-to-4-is.-rm-at tt Jue
Creason Community Center, Benton. Friends
and descendants of the late Millard. Bernie, Roy,
Cleve, Solon, Rome, Less, Nina (Henson) and
Willie (Gregory) are urged to attend. Each one is
asked to bring a basket lunch.

Parent meeting Thursday
• The Compassionate Parent Support Group will
meet Thursday. Aug. 23, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health Center. This is open to
all parents who have lost a child or young adult
through death. Lillian Robertson, licensed practical nurse, is the coordinator and may be called
at 753-3381 for information.

Family plans reunion
The descendants of William Daniel Orr and
Thomas Nelson Cathcart will have a reunion on
Monday, Sept. 3, at about 11 a.m. at the picnic
shelter at Kenlake State Park. Each one should
bring a potluck lunch and a folding chair.

LIBRARY STORY HOURS — Ann Lough, a
folksinger and musician, is pictured in top photo
tuning the dulcimer prior to a Story Hour at the
Calloway Public Library. With Mrs. Lough are
Miss Dorothy, volunteer coordinator of the programs, Chad Hinkle, Leigh Haverstock and Jen•
nifer Pace, library student coordinator. In the
bottom photo is Donna Keller, guest instructor
for Story Hour on the theme of "Nature's
Secrets," pictured with Trent Wilson, Deanne
Futrell, Jennifer Brian and Ashley Brian as they
look through a microscope. Story Hours today
and Wednesday at the Library will feature Sandy
Sasso who will instruct the children in art work.

George and Peggy Goldtrap

Christian Teens will
be held on Saturday
The Seventh Annual
Christian Teens in Service at the University
Church of Christ will be
held Saturday, Aug. 25.
Speakers for the oneday Youth Rally in West
Kentucky, sponsored by
the Churches of Christ,
will be George and
Peggy Goldtrap and
Robin Wadley.
Song services will be
led by Willie Bradshaw
and Henderson Station
Registration will
begin at 9:30 a.m, and
the program will be
over by 4 p.m. Entertainment is provided after the program
at the Sherrill Gargus
farm.
Goldtrap is a member
of the National

Speaker's Association
and speaks to over 100
wide variety audiences
each year. He is known
for his appearances as
"By George" chalk toss
on WSM-TV.
Peggy •Goldtrap
speaks to ladies' groups
nationwide. She conducts seminars on selfimage, attitude control
and goal setting. She
also appears in radio
and television commercials in several states.
Wadley, a graduate of
Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tenn..
is the minister for Use
University Church of
Christ. He appears on
many youth programs
as speaker or song
leader annually.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday. Aug. 15, was not
released by the hospital.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Sasseen,
parents Amy and
Stanley, 415 South 17th
St., Mayfield;
Baby Girl Coats,
mother, Lisa, 502
Cherry St., Murray;
Baby Girt Milliken,
parents, Ineeda and
Eric. Rt. 2, Springville,
Tenn.;
Baby Boy Freeman.
-parents, Donna and
Robert, Rt. 3, Calvert
City;
Baby Boy Jones.
parents, Karla and Joe
Pat, Rt. 1, Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows:
James R. Holland,
1549 Canterbury Dr.:
Mrs. Kimberly'Moore.
Rt. 2; Arthur Wayne
Rowe, 91 Shady Oaks
Trailer Ct.;
Miss Jennifer M.
Kemp, 810 Piper Lane.
Prospect Hts., Ill.;
Logan T. Rudd, Rt. 8,
Benton; Dwight David
Howell, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Charles M. Duncan,
Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs.
Treva Nell Wadkins, Rt.
1, Kirksey: Mrs. Shirley
A. Reddick, 1010
Reynolds, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Elizabeth

CUT NOW
FOR FALL

Outland, 1623 Hamilton;
Mrs. Kameil N. Gingles
and baby girl, Rt. 2:
Mrs. Kathi Jo Cooper
and baby boy. 205 E.
Maple St., Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Nancy Burkeen,
416 North Fifth St.; Mrs.
Ruby W. Grisham, West
View Nursing Home;
Mrs. Hazel Maguire, 100
South 13th St.;
Mrs. Opal Fulton, Box
46, Murray; Mrs. Sadie
Cook, 614 Broad Ext.:
Mrs. Hattie A. Bailey.

507 North First St.;
Mrs. Tamson H.
Parker, 7 0 0
Meadowlane: Robert N

Travis, Rt. 1, Water
Valley: Mrs. Ruby E.
Rudolph, 713 Sycamore
St

Concord...
(C,ont'd from page 4)
grumbling if there had
been a drought or flood.
Many verses in Psalms
says,-"Give thanks unto
the Lord," as Psalms
107 and verse 21 "Oh,
that men would praise
the Lord for his

goodness and his
wonderful works to the
children of men.
Do churches still sing
the old song "Count
your blessings name
them one by one"?
I for one, count my
ailments, but who cares.

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE!!
Just Arrived!
New Jordache
Boggles

Ladies
Dress
Dingo Boots

'2495 $4295
New Velcro
Ponys

New Jordache
Cords

Slacks For Men
/
1 2

Price

See Our
New Frye
Boots For
Ladies
Low-Cut
Several Colors

$2895 $2495 $4295
— THE LATEST — REVERSABLE CUFF PANTS —

MURRAY WHOLESALE OUTLET

Olympic Plaza

753-9044

GARDEN TIME AGAIN
14 Pound Box
of 1000. Pure

Frosty Acres Baby

Limas

20

Lb. 61899

Ground Beef
Quarter Pound Patties

CS-500EVL
20" Sprocket
Nose Bar

Frosty Acres
Ford Hook 20 Lb.

$ 1 946

Butter Beanss1749
Frosty Acres 20 Lb.

Butter Peas 20 Lb. $1639

Bacon

Reg. S389.95

Sale Price $319.95

Maternity
Wear

• 50 cc engine
Now is the time to cut
• Electronic ignition
wooctfor next winter's use
• Ball bearing construction
Get a tough cuttin' Echo
• Automatic oiler
now and save.
• Anti-vibration system
Similar savings on CS400 1$60 off] & CS650 [$50 off]

1/3 to 1/2 Ott

PARKER'S
Mayfield Shopping Plasa—Maybokl,

Small Meaty Pork

Ribs

Lb.

$169

Choice Sides of Beef $ 1 35
225 To 300 Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen

Lb

the ONE that lasts!

Sizes 4-46
Lingerie
Nursing Bras
Gowns,
Large Group Clearance

Gibson Ham
Company's
Own Country Cured

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —
RENTAVSALES
— Murray's Only
Complete Rental
CENTER
200E Main
753820)
Store!

Phone 753-1601
107 N. 3rd St.

7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
7 s.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps

l:Only Federal Inspected Meat Market ir, Murray -

a

ME Ml,!CRAY LP.:1/4..alt

TIMES

TIMADAV, All.GUST al, 1964

Humanely Speaking

Explanations offered public for Humane Society duties
No doubt a number of
Calloway Count/ma who
contact "the
authorities" with
regard to animal pro
blems are confused
about "who does what.•'
Responsibilties form a
patchwork involving the
County Fiscal Court, the
City of Murray. the
Animal Warden, and the
Humane Society of
Calloway County which
is often puzzling. Probably our situation in
Calloway County is unique, and this article will
attempt to explain how
responsibilities for
animal control and care
are divided.
To begin with, the
basic responsibility for
animal control under
Kentucky law rests with
the county. The law requires that Kentucky
counties operate a "dog
pound" and employ a
"dog warden," but it is
virtually silent about
what an adequate pound
is and what the duties of
the warden are, and it

largely ignores the impoundment of other
animals.
According to an
agreement signed
several years ago between the Calloway
County Fiscal Court and
the humane society,
which is a private
organization and is not
tax supported, the county has furnished a dog
pound (or animal
shelter), and it has arranged with the city to
hire an animal warden
Under that agreement,
the humane society
operates the shelter and
is responsible for acepting animals brought to
the shelter for impoundment or quarantine by
the animal warden or

•ap Sh
Photo
1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING

•

Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 759-9347
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

-11
With This
Coupon Receive

FREE MINI
PHOTO FRAME

private individuals The answering services;
society retains tm
buys office supplies;
pounded animals for the furnishes such equipperiod required by law ment as portable cages
(seven days) and then and carriers, fans,
attempts to find suitable pallets, and bedding:
homes for them if they and pays for half of the
have not been claimed disinfectants and cleanby their owners. If good ing supplies. Moreover,
homes cannot be found, it furnishes a paid attenthe animals are dant on weekends and
euthanized
put to holidays. It does not norsleep) using a painIss in- mally pickup stray
jection - a distasteful
animals or dogs
decision made man- violating the leash law
datory by the need to - that is the animal
make room for the next warden's responsibility.
week's flood of unLast year, under this
wanted animals.
agreement, the society
Who pays the bills? In furnished labor and supmany counties, the city plies costing almost
and county govern- $10,000. Moreover, it
ments give the local made improvements
humane society a cer- (electrical wiring, an
tain sum of money each extension of the roof
month to operate the over the outside dog
shelter. Here in runs, guttering, an
Calloway County. we alarm system, and a
divide various expenses perimeter chain-link
between the county, ci- fence) costing an addity, and the humane tional $4,000 - in effect,
society. Thus, as men- a gift to the people (and
tioned before, the coun- animals) of Calloway
ty furnishes the pound County.
or shelter as well as
The society does furmost of the basic equip- nish other services
ment needed to operate related to animal
it. It pays the water and welfare (and communielectric bills, hires an ty welfare) which are
attendant for 40 hours not directly connected
per week, handles to the shelter; rescue of
maintenance to the injured animals and
shelter and equipment, provision of medical
furnishes liability in- care for them, insurance on the facility, vestigation of neglect
dttrnIshes halfOrtbe— and - cruelty to animals,
disinfectant and clean- and education programs
ing materials used at outlining owners'
the shelter. The city fur- responsibilities toward
nishes an animal animals (and the law)
warden for the city and and proper care of pets.
county as well as his
Still confused? Maybe
truck and necessary a summary will help: If
gasoline.
you want a stray dog
The humane society picked up. call the
supervises the operation aaimal warden
of the shelter. It also (through the city police
furnishes all of the food number); if you want an
for cats, dogs, and other animal picked up for
animals there; provides rabies observation, connecesary veterinary tact the warden and the
care and medicine; Calloway County Health
pays for the office Department; if you
telephone and telephone need information con-

Limit 1 Coupon
Per Roll
Expires
Aug. 25, 1984

For oil your Trove) Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
representing

Give Us An Hour And
We Will Give You A Lifetime

Iora Good toot

American and International Traveltime

cerning the operation of
the shelter or animals
which may be impounded there, call the animal
shelter (listed under
"humane society" in the
telephone book ); to
report cruelty cases.

notify the police or county sheriff as well as the
society's emergency
number given on the
shelter's answering service; for after hours
rescue of injured
animals
call the

society's emergency
number. Obviously, it is
beat to take care of the
more routine animals
problems during office
hours during the regular
week

Video games no longer craze
OWENSBORO, Ky
(API - The video game
craze is tapering off,
with machines'dandling
idle as young people
spend their quarters
elsewhere, game vendors complain.
Greg Roby, an owner
of Roby Amusement

and Vending Co said
that business is "practically non-existent"
compared to last year
During the past 18
months, five video arcades here have closed
their doors
Roby, who leases
video games to about 50

arcades, restaurants
and taverns around
western Kentucky, said
the market has been
saturated
"There are too many
games out," he said -It
was kind of a fad, but
it's beginning to get old
hat More people have

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22, 1964
That kind of day will tomorrow be?
To find out what the stars say, read
the forecast given for your birth sign.
ARIES
1Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You get the green light regarding
domestic changes. The bonds of love
grow stronger for many of you. Don't
spread yourself too thin careenvise.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20 Co May 20)
41/1
(
11 1
A revised work plan brings success.
Shopping is a plus. Evening favors
partnership discussions and recreational pursuits.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
You're a trifle extravagant, but still
financial developments) are in your
favor. The creative urge is strong in
you now.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22)
First, you'll want to tackle some unfinished chores. Then, you'll be in the
mood to celebrate. Self-confidence is
on the rise.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
Though you'll make a favorable impression socially today, you may opt
for quiet but pleasant times towards
nightfall.
VIRGO
sit
Aug. 23to Sept. 22)
You'll celebrate a successful conclusion to the working day with
perhaps some champagne! You're at
your best now socially.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
You're somewhat indecisive before
noon. Advisers, though, are helpful.
Some down-to-earth planning brings
career successes.

otkE

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
CIE
Further research is the key to making a wise investment decision. An invitation for travel should be accepted.
You'll have good times.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.
You're inclined to take" some
chances now, but partners keep you
on a sensible course. Business talks
are quite fruitful.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19)
You needn't be so nervous about a
career move. You're on the right
track. Sharing is the keynote for this
evening's happy times.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Someone could catch your eye
romantically, but capitalize on a
working mood tonight. You'll certainly make valuable progress.
PISCES
WM,
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
-New
You'll bring a home matter to a successful conclusion. Later, you'll opt
for an evening out with someone you
care about.
YOU BORN TODAY have a visionary outlook, yet are also practical. At times, you can be set in your
ways and you need to guard against a
tendency to be domineering. You'll
have your greatest success in creative
fields. Teaching, writing, law and
engineering are other possible vocations. You need to cultivate more trust
in others. A tendency to be suspicious
and skeptical can work against you.
You often lend a hand when others are
in need. Birth date of: Dorothy
Parker, writer; Claude Debussy,
composer; and Carl Yastizemski,
baseball star.

21,

MARY ANN TOBIN
AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

ORMSINDEI

COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY

A•THQN
Watches

Reg 5 98 Sale

AT

Boy's & Girls

lzod Sweaters
Polo

Boy's & Girls

bYRalPh

uren

Polo Shirts & Sweaters
Boy's Polo & lzod
e

Slacks
Fold Up Fashion

Sunglasses

300

Reg 6 00 In The Case

New Shipment

Twist-a-Beads
•

Rag

2,00 Sale

.1

To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Martha Layne Collins,
Governor
Honorable George H. Weeks,
County Judge/Executive
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court

THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS

I OD

,

C66441 Anna%
5.4 164
Frankton KY 40601
,6016 5644226

$298

89°

New Merchandise Arriving Daily

BOLD LIQUIDATORS
(DOWNTOWN COURT SQ. - OLD JEFFERY'S BLDG I
311h,..1

Between us - the city, the county, the.
animal warden, and the
humane society - all
cooperating together,
we think we are doing a
good job of animal control and care

We have examined the Statement of Receipts, Disbursements and Excess Fees of the Sheriff of Calloway County for the year ended December
31. 1983. Our examination was made in accordance with the "Standards
for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities and Functions." issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. and accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records-and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in tlie circumstances.
As recommended by the State Local Finance Officer, pursuant to KRS
68.210, the accompanying financial statement is prepared primarily on a
cash basis. Consequently, certain revenues and the related assets are
recognized when received rather than when earned, and certain expenses
are recognized when paid rather than when a liability is incurred. Accordingly, the accompanying financial statement is not intended to present
financial position and results of operations in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statement presents fairly the
receipts, disbursements and excess fees of the Sheriff for the year ended
December 31, 1983. in conformity with the accounting system described
above, applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
We did not conduct a study and evaluation of internal accounting control as we concluded that the audit could be performed more efficiently
by expanding substantive audit tests. Therefore, we placed very little
reliance on the internal accounting control system.
We also conducted tests of compliance with state laws and regulatibns,
and unless otherwise noted below, the tested items were in compliance with
applicable state laws and regulations. During our examination, nothing
came to our attention to cause us to believe that the untested items were
not in compliance
Comments and areas of noncompliance are as follows:
We recommend the Sheriff comply with KRS 68.210 which establishes
minimum accounting requirements and internal control for all counties
and county officials. The State Local Finaace Officer has resources
available to help county officials comply with this law.
The excess fees reported herein have been paid to the County Treasurer.
Yours for a better Kentucky .„
Mary Ann Tobin
State Auditor of Public Accounts
The above tranrmittal letter accompanied the audit report presented to
fiscal court and is published pursuant to KRS 43.090(2).
Copies of the complete audit report are available upon request by contacting the state Auditor of Public Accounts, Room 168, Capitol Annex,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

W

home games now, and
people are looking fpr
different forms of
entertainment."
John Flanke, a vice
president for the Bally's
Alladin's Castle video
arcade chain, said
business at the company's 440 franchises is
"somewhat'down."
"It's not spectacular,
but It's been the trend
for about two years," he
said. "We live in a society where things get old
very fast."
He said the games enjoyed their tremendous
popularity because
"they were something
new on the scene, and
they caught public
fantasy."
"They had a
technology people had
not experienced
before." he said. "They
were the first encounter
most people had with a
computer."
Flanke also cited the
recovery of the music
industry as taking more
of young people's money
away from the games.
"They are all making
the bulk of their money
off exactly the same
people," he said.
Brian Wathen, an
Owensboro teen-ager
who became a wvid
champion on the game
"Thief" in January
1983, said he doesn't
know whether his
record was ever broken
because the magazine
that maintained game
statistics has gone out of
business.
And Wathen, 17, said
he rarely plays
anymore because the
games no longer
challenge him.
"I might play about
twice a week, but that's
about all," he said. "I
guess I just got burned
out on them because I
played so much."

McConnell's
questions still
being raised
OWENSBORO, Ky.
(API - Republican
senatorial nominee
Mitch McConnell has
raised questions about
his Democratic opponent's fund-raising
tactics.
He also contended
that Sen. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston, D-Ky.,
heads a list of senators
who receive large contributions from special
interest groups.
McConnell's news
release Monday said an
analysis showed that at
least 53 percent of Huddleston's contributions
have come from outside
Kentucky.
"If Dee had to run his
campaign on the money
he's been able to raise
right here in Kentucky," he'd have to
close down," the Jefferson County judge.
executivesaid.
McConnell said he
wasn't condemning
special interest contributions to campaigns,
adding that his campaign has received
funds from political action committees.
McConnell said Huddleston has received
$534,306 from PACs
since Jan. 1. 1983, more
than all but three other
Incumbents.

Roundup...
(Cont'd from page 4)
pick-up sites are First
Baptist-S....arch, Murray: First Baptist
Church, Mayfield, West
Union ANN:relational Office, Paducah.
Caldwell-Lyon AssoclaHone( Office, Princeton:
Christian County
Associational Office,
HopkinsvIlle

V
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AROUND THE HOUSE
thicker glass into a coffee table.
You could use equal
sections of drain pipe to
form round legs, one at
each corner. You could
find a sturdy cardboard
box, fill it with bricks
for stability and cover it
with a carpet remnant
before setting the glass
on top. Another idea is
to press two large
flower pots into service,
filling them with earth
for stability before setting the glass top on
them.
Even better — since it
also provides for
storage — would be to
collect some Sfturdy
wine racks (they're
often made of wrought
Iron or of wood and
metal combinations)
and use them to store
wine in open view and to
hold up the coffee table
glass.
In each case, she said,
the resulting table
wouldn't look
makeshift, yet might be
substantially less expensive than a purchased glass-top coffee
table.
These and. other_ suggestions are found in her
book "f5ecomting on the
Cheap."
Among some of her

favorite low-cost
decorating ingredients
are hollow core doors
"They are inexpensive,
easy to find at building
supply houses and come
In a variety of sizes
Their uses: as bases for
homemade sofas and
platform beds, and as
desk and dining-table
tops and sides. Or you
could use a hollow-core
door to form a platform
to provide interest and
zoned living in a oneroom studio apartment.
The easiest" low-cost
room changer is paint.
You can paint a floor
and stencil a pattern on
it or you can find a beatup piece of furniture in
the street, give it a
scrubbing and a coat of
paint in some extraordinary color or mix of
colors and end up,with a
spectacular result, she
said.
She also finds fabric
useful. It can be stapled
to walls, stretched over
a frame to make a
screen, draped over a
cardboard form for an
instant table, turned into slip-cover material or
hung,on _dowels at the
window for a low-cost
window dressing.
In her book, good
ideas that can be ex-

ecuted inexpensively
are shown and information is provided on
techniques of painting,
wallpapering, stenciling
and low-cost lighting,
among other subjects.
An example of a lowcost but high-style way
to use wallpaper is this:
hang lining paper ($5 a
roll and designed to go
under wallpaper) on the
wall; then create a
custom wallpaper by
splattering random
dots, drips and splotches on the paper.
Low-cost or no-cost
solutions are a necessity
for many paying big city
rents. A New York City
apartment furnished
with thrift shop finds
and abandoned furniture reveals the
necessary technique for
creating a home with
only a small amount of
cash.
The apartment
dweller found a rusted
iron bedstead in a thrift
shop ($1), scrubbed and
derusted it, painted it
white, and then used
mover's quilts_ aa
covering for the bed,
She created a fake
fireplace to give
character to a room
from scrap wood and
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Making do stylishly is trend in decoration
By BARBARA MAYER
Coffee table
decoratipg books are all
very well. But Mary
Gillian, who has written
a few of them herself,
says most people really need much more
basic help."
They need inexpensive ideas they can execute themselves as
well as a dose of selfconticlonce about home
decorating. Outside the
larger cities, many are
not aware the most inter esting new
decorating trend in interior design is a very
stylish form of making
do."
According to Ms.
Gilliatt, improvisation
and imaginative recycling have become
something of an art
form. Some people —
especially young urban
professionals — are
salvaging materials
from junkyards, secondhand stores and
surplus warehouses,
then combining them
with ingenuity to produce a fresh and lively
style.
An example of what
she means is found in
her suggestions for turning a piece of purchased
quarter-inch -thick or

TIL ESDA1. 41 61.8T ti, 1e114

ceramic tiles which she
glued to the "interior"
of the "fireplace."
A decorating miracle
was performed by
another New Yorker
who spent $600 to furnish a 13-by -30-foot
studio apartment. The
top of a large multipurpose table is a subway
grating he found In the
Street, cleaned and
painted. The table base
is a former wire-grid
trash bag holder. To
create a solid surface on
part of the gratingtable, he placed a large
baker's tray and a
cafeteria tray — cleaned and painted — which
he found in the street.
A pair of discarded
doors became a platform for- a sleeping loft
and two discarded
captain's-style chairs
were given a stylish
paint job in which four
colors are combined to
make a pair of "new
wave" chairs. A long
plastic laminated shelf
serves as a sideboard.
He found it outside a
construction site and cut
hiq space..-D-reets
on stacked metal milk
crates.
("Decorating on the
Cheap" is published by
Workman.)

s•

PIA 8113v

HERE IS A PLAN FOR THOSE looking for something different
in cottage design. It has a large living area with a free-standing
fireplace and three walls of window area. A ladder leads up to a
sleeping loft which is completely open, protected by a railing. Plan
HA1273G has 784-square-feet on the first floor. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Carl E. Geiser, 25600 Telegraph Rd., Southfield, Mich.,
48034.

((------__---_2.-,---,----....zy.7,---,-,Rickman-NorswoMhy 1
N
Lumber Co. Inc.
This new glaS-s lets in warmth, not UV rays
500 South 4th St. Murray
\
l))
753-6450

By ANDY LANG •
special glazing admits
THE PRODUCT — A most of the warming
special high- rays of the sun in cold
performance insulating weather, yet blocks the
glass
loss of interior radiant
Manufacturer's claim heat generated by the
— That this glass sun ... and that the glazprevents 80 percent of ing is one-third lighter
the sun's ultra-violet than triple-pane inrays from entering the sulating glass, making
house, reducing the the windows easier to
fading of upholstery, handle, install and
carpeting and drapes .
operate.
that the glass consists of
a microthin metallic
THE PRODUCT — A
coating applied to the in- utility knife that enables
side surfaces of the in- the user to change
side pane
that the blades without using a
coating is transparent screwdriver to open the
and is coated to the knife cases.
glass, so there is nothing
Manufacturer's claim
to install, operate or
— That the two sides of
clean .. that the coating a swivel-lock knife are
will not roll up, crack or held together with a butwrinkle
that the ton lock at the base of

the handle and a swivel slats that measure half the tip of the cutting
rivet at the center ... the size of a mini-blind chain saw .. and that, /)
that the side of the case slat ... that the aesthetic with the tip of the
can be swung open to appeal of these blinds is guidebar imbedded in
remove the blade by heightened by a com- the ground or other
depressing a button ... pact one-inch headrail, wood, the operator can /
that when the replace- a standard valance and easily pivot the saw
ment blade is securely completely color - down in a leverage-type
seated, depressing the coordinated com- action that eliminates
opposite end of the but- ponents .. that the con- chain pinching and
ton locks the case ... and tributions to superior kickbacks.
that the sides of the case performance include
(The insulating glass
also interlock at the more support ladders, a is manufactured by
front to hold the blade cord separator to keep Andersen Corp., )
firmly in place.„
cords from tangling, a Bayport, MN 55003; the
THE PRODUCT — A cord equalizer to assure utility knife by The
new solid-state, trigger- level lifting and plastic Stanley Works, 195 Lake
actuated hot glue gun.
grommets .in the St., New Britain, CT
;
Manufacturer's claim headrail to prevent tex- 06050; the glue gun by 7
— That its technological tile wear ... and that the Bostik Consumer Div.,
C
advances enable the gun aluminum slats feature Box 3716, Reading, PA
to heat up for use in a high quality polyester 19605; the micro-blind
three minutes and painted surface.
by Marathon Manufacoperate on only 20 watts
THE PRODUCT — A turing Co., 1900
Marathon Building,
... that the hot melt glue chain saw stabilizer.
sets up in about 60
Manufacturer's claim Houston, TX 77208; and
seconds ... that a long- — That this stabilizer is the chain saw stabilizer
stroke trigger design attached to the tip of a by Ulitip, Inc., P.O. Box )/
a sealer, use the higher assures instant and chain saw's guidebar to 11704, Rock Hill, SC
By ANDY LANG
precise glue output ... provide an easier alter- 29731.)
Q. — Our house has amount of thinner.
( Dot-it-yourselfers /(The techniques of us- and that a wide-stance native way to operate a
stucco on the lower part
7
of it. It has been in good ing lacquer, varnish, built-in safety stand chain saw .. that this will find much helpful /
shape over the 20 years shellac, stain, bleach, folds up when not in use product is attached easi- information in Andy
we have had the house, remover, etc., are and frees both hands of ly to a special nose Lang's handbook,
but now is starting to detailed in Andy Lang's the user.
guard at the tip of a "Practical Home
THE PRODUCT — guidebar and features Repairs," which can be
need repairs in various booklet, "Wood
locations. We had ex- Finishing in the Hdme," Micro-thin blinds.
sharp jagged tines that obtained by sending
Manufacturer's claim self-activate and dig in- $1.50 to this paper at
pected to be able to which can be obtained
patch the holes and by sending 50 cents and — That these blinds are to the ground or adja- Box 5, Teaneck, NJ
slight gaps, but now a long, stamped, self- made with individual cent wood to stabilize 07666. I
have been told you must addressed envelope to
chip away the old Know-How, P. 0. Box
material down to the 477, Huntington, NY
lath and then build up 11743. Questions of
sections in several general interest will be
layers. This would make answered in the
it a major job. Did we column.)
have the wrong belief all
along or is the informaWANTED 5 HOMES
tion we got incorrect? If
5 homeowners in the general
it turned out the major
area will be given the oppor
undertaking is
?unity to hove new Precast
Stone opplred to their home.
necessar,
r, is it
with optional decorative work
something 5k could
(siding, trim, shutters, replace
handle? We have had
men, windows, storm windows
and doors) at a very low cost
some experience in patThis amazing new stone has
,— ching things like plaster
captured the interest of
_,walls, but never in exhomeowners throughout the
tensive restuccoing.
United States who ore led up
with constant pointing and
A. — Both schools of
other maintenance Costs It pro.
thought are correct. It
aides insulation summer and
depends on how much
winter at well as fire proter
repairing is required. If
tion Our new product can be
used on every type of home
there are merely small
cluding frame, aluminum, vinyl
cracks, holes and gaps,
and steel stded homes. Also
the repair work is
concrete block, asbestos, stuc4
similar to that of plaster
co etc You hove o cho.ce of 11
different earth tones It is now
and you can use patgoing
to
be
introduced
to the
oiling plaster, spackling
Calloway County urea. You,
compound or one of the
i
home con be o show place
drywall Joint comthe county, and we will make
worth your while if we con use
:1
•
pounds.- If the openings
.
4 e:e • • •
..--•-•
your home for advertising
are larger than a few in100% bank financing available
ches and are numerous
with no down payment For on
25'
and widespread, You
appointment with ear prefer
win& enteric,' dessert, en,
might conceivably be
.
within 5 cloys name and
7.
.•
......
able to handle the
dress to:
_,...wrimelum
111
repairs yourself, but the
Midwest Stone
,...
chances are the entire
.-idelPflow"*".
Contractors, Inc.
I.
IR
wall needs attention, in
Bob 5083
•••
•
whi.ch case a profesEvonsville,
Ind.
47715
red litlinets
Vorticer 111114ds
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Wood: 111111m11
sional will be needed
Nome
For great savings cel Ire greatest o...4all seOec troll r4• uunrn modes+, wee rook rehire •.,..,. Detour
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State
much lacquer thinner
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Phone
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A BonanzoUrnbough horse barn is a very practical way to show
both your affection and concern for the well being of your horses
These premier buildings corobine the fine quality detailt of worldfamous Umbough horse barns with the unique advantages of
Bonanza's Uni-Frome construction. The result: a more secure,
protective environment for your animals; easier core and feeding,
a beautiful building with little or no maintenance. You'll be as
proud to own it, as we'll be to build it for you. Coll today.
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Punting for MSU takes back seat;
Farmer picks windsurfing instead

Local Sports Brief
Football begins Frida.1

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Former Murray High football star
Chris Farmer recently had to choose
between collegiate punting duties and
a career in windsurfing

Both local high school football teams will begin
;lieir 1984 football seasons Friday night when
colloway County plays host to crosstown rival
Murray High at 8 p.m.
Tickets to the season-opener for both teams
are on sale this week at both the city and county
school board offices and all high school, middle
school and elementary school offices in both
school systems.
Advance tickets are $1 cheaper for both
students and adults than those purchased at the
gate Friday night and advance ticket holders
will be able to.avoid long lines waiting to get in
Laker Stadium.
A preview of both teams, along with Murray
State's-Racers, will appear in the annual Pigskin
Preview which will appear as a special section in
Thursday's edition of The Murray Ledger
Times.

Murrayans make All-State
Five Lakeland Senior Babe Ruth All-Stars
have been selected to the All-Tournament team
for the state playoffs, according to head coach
Kent Wright.
All five of the Lakeland All-Stars honored are
from Murray although the Lakeland team was
comprised of players from Marshall and Livingston counties as well.
Three of the Murrayans were selected to the
first team All-Tournament squad including
centerfielder Mark Boggess. pitcher Rusty
Wright and 16-year-old second baseman Jay
Jon Mark Billington was selected to the second
team at second base and 16-year-old catcher
Shawn McClure was voted second team at his
position.
The All-Tournament teams were selected by
two Atlanta Braves scouts.

Running injuries discussed
The topic for this week's Bonne Bell Running
Clinic for Women will be 'Running Related
Injuries.'
Along with the general meeting and special
topic will be a 5-mile runwalk.
The meeting, which is open to the public, will
be held at 6:30 p.m. at Murray State's Ordway
Hall lobby.

Tiger Boosters set meeting
A general meeting of the Tiger Athletic
Booster Club will be held at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray. Wednesday at 7
p.m.
,
The featured speaker will be Murray High
football coaqh Tony Franklin and afterwards a
short board of directors' meeting will be
conducted.
The club, which has been incorporated since
July, is offering several membership and donation promotions this year.
For the first time, Tiger Athletic Booster Club
donators will be able to specify which sport will
receive up„to 80 percent of their donation. The
other 20 percent will be used for general
operating funds by the club itself.
The club also has a charitable tax status for all
donations and a promotion plan is being offered
featuring booster caps, booster jackets and Eye
of the Tiger prints to members donating $50 or
more.

NEW HORIZONS — Former Murray High football player Chris Farmer
checks the rigging of his windsurfing sail prior to his trip to Michigan to
participate in speed sailing competition. Farmer chose a career in windsurfing over a possible shot at punting for Murray State this fall.

on the position now.
"We called (Farmer)
and asked him if he
wanted to try out,"
O'Cain recalled. "I
knew he could punt well
because I'd seen him in
high school. We'll be
starting a freshman at
punter this year and he
had as good a chance as
anyone to fill the
position.
"I don't think he had
his mind totally on kicking when he tried out,
though," O'Cain said. "I
don't think he concentrated as much on his
kicking during the summer. Punting is
something you can't lay
off of for a long time and
then expect to do well in.
You've got to keep dping
it, keep working at it to
become better."

In this case, football's
was windsurfing's
gain.
The decision wasn't
an easy one for the
former Tiger kicker
who played fullback and
linebacker as well on
last year's 5-5 team.
His punting opportuni.
ty was offered by Murray State this fall, but
the Tiger took to the
water Instead
"I'm not very big,"
the 5-8, 1 80-pound
Farmer pointed out,
"and if one of those big
guys ever got through
the line — I'd be history.
I've got bad knees
anyway after playing
high school football and
I decided to go with
windsurfing. There you
can compete until
you're 40 or 50 or even
older without ever taking a chance on getting
hurt."
Farmer, who has been
windsurfing for three
summers, only one competitively, reached his
crossroad in Corpus
Christi, Tex., a week
ago when he competed
in the-IVIid-Summer National Championships.
As a heavyweight (over
165-pounds) Farmer
placed fourth overall in
his class and football
became a thing of his
past.
loss

But Farmer's mind
was on punting of
another sort. Punting of
this kind involved an
upright sail on a
modified surfboard in
the wet, wild surf of the
coastal states or on the
waters of Kentucky
Lake. -- --"I used to race motor
cross, but this (windsurfing) is more exciting
and a lot safer. The
thrill involved — the
feeling of speed — is
unreal. You shoot
across the water
sometimes and it feels
like you're flying,"
Farmer said.
There was "no way"
the Murray athlete
could do both — at least
In his opinion —
"because I could have
done both okay, but
whenever I do
something I want to be
the best I can at it," he
said. "It was flattering
to me to be offered the
chance but it wouldn't
have been fair to Murray State or to me to try
and be halfway good at
one or the other."
Farmer's self -

"The nationals really
helped me make up my
mind. It was one of the
toughest decisions of my
life, but I think I've
made the right one,"
said Farmer who was
invited to be a wanton
punter by MSU Offensive Coordinator Mike
O'Cain."
According to O'Cain,
Farmer was a good candidate for the Racer
punting job although he
would have had a tough
time battling another
freshman, David Dercher of Leawood, Kansas, who has the toehold

realization has already
begun to pay off as he
surprised the experts in
Texas by becoming one
of the first "takers" to
place that high in the nationals against top
coastal competitors.
"They were really
surprised when they
found out where I was
from. And especially
when I told them it was
my first time competing
in 4-6 foot swells like
that," Farmer said. His
natural ability has attracted the attention of
several sponsors of
swim wear, sails and
board makers, but he is
holding out for the top
names in the business.
His trip to Michigan
for a national speedsurfing race this week
will hopefully bring him
the right offers.
"Windsurfing is big
business. It's called the
'fastest growing sport in
America.' The ball is
just starting to roll now
and it's a good time to
get in on the ground
floor," said Farmer.
Th sport lanew
one to the lake area
although many outside rs have a
misconception about
lakes not having enough
wave action. "They
ought to be out here
'when the wind's really
blowing like stink and
you get out in the middle
of the channel," Farmer
challenged. "They'd see
some 4-foot swells that
will give all the action
you want."
Two other area wind.
surfers have joined the
competitive venture
along with Farmer and
both placed well in their
classes in Texas. Butch
McElwain, the person
Farmer credits with
getting him started,
placed third in
lightweights and. John
Dodd came in eighth in
aiddleweights.

Soviets, East Germans turning Friendship '84 into dual meet
MOSCOW (AP) — The
swimming and cycling
competitions at the
Friendship '84 games
have developed into an
inevitable battle bet-

Southern States

ween the host nation and pf nine swimming
East Germany, the two events while the Soviets
East bloc sports giants. have dominated the
Both nations have cycling oval.
been overpowering, in
The Cubans, however,
the water and on the have dominated boxing,
cycling track, and have with six quarterfinal
shared most top places victories in Havana
between them, leaving Monday. four of them
third place to other against Soviet
participants.
opponents. '
So far the East GerThe Soviet Union led a
mans have won five out 14-nation boycott of the

Attend Your Annual
Southern States
Membership Meeting
'Thurs. Aug. 23, 1984
•Refreshments and lunch
Served 10 AM-2 PM
'Business Meeting 1:30-2:00 PM
•SSC, Inc. Calloway Service
Industrial Road
'Prizes Will Be Given

X

dividual medley in four
minutes, 18.29 seconds.
In all, five Olympic
medal-winning times
were beaten on the second day of swimming
competition
Berndt's time would
have been only good for
a silver medal at Los
Angeles, where Alex
Baumann of Canada
won in a world record
time of 4:17.41.
Larissa Belokon of the
Soviet Union and Sylvia
Gerasch of East Germany both stayed
within the Olympic gold.
medaltime in the

women's 200-meter
breaststroke.
In the women's
200-meter freestyle
event, East German
world record-holder
Kristin Otto finished in
1:59.48, a time that
would have netted her
the silver medal at the
Summer Olympics
behind American Mary
Wayte.
In cycling, the Soviet
Union's Nikolai Kopylov
is looking for his second
victory after having
won the opening
1.000-meter time trials
on Saturday:

USFL to discuss move to fall
NEW YORK (AP) —
The United States Football League,after suffering lower television
ratings in its second
season, may move to
more direct competition
with the National Football League.
Donald Trump, owner
of the New Jersey
Generals, said Monday
he will propose at this
week's league meetings
that the USFL switch at
least partially to a fall

At 1983
Sale Prices

Only 3
Left

Many Items On Sale
During the Day
The Ladies Advisory
Committee asks those interested to enter crafts in
regional Share-A -Craft
display. °
Fo. more information
call 753-1423.
Industrial Road Murray

Los Angeles Summer
Olympics, citing unsatisfactory security arrangements and fear of
harassment as the main
reason for staying
away. But in Europe it
was speculated that the
powerful Soviet team
was afraid of being embarrassed by the
possibility of its tiny
East German ally
finishing ahead on the
medals table.
Jens-Peter Berndt of
East Germany turned in
the day's top performance Monday, setting
a European record in
the men's 400-meter in-

schedule in 1986.
The New York Times
reported today that
Trump's proposal is expected to meet with the
approval of fellow
owners at the meetings,
which begin Wednesday
in Chicago
According to the proposal, the switch could
be achieved by splitting
the 1986 season. The
schedule would begin in
March, but the league

would go on hiatus over
the summer and finish
in the fall
A fall schedule would
necessitate stadium
changes by several
teams as they competed
more directly with NFL
franchises. Among
those are Trump's
Generals, who might be
forced to move out of
Giants Stadium, cur.
renlly the home of the
NFL Jets and Giants

Easy to Operate...
Easy to own
Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive — buy
your Case tractor now during
our Fall Sale and get all you
can get in tractor performance
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OWN A PIECE OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES
Go to rrue..K._,- Trailers-Buss aitcr5t4 your Official
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Star running back 363 yards short of record
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Get to know your neighbor. Hies a
Pittsburgh Steelers place Harris on waivers Nation
al Leader

By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP)
— Franco Harris may
have extended his
12-year pro football
career by frequently
running out of bounds to
avoid punishing tackles.
But when the 34-yearold running back —
almost certain to be
named one day to the
Pro Football Hall of
Fame — prolonged his
contract talks and missed a month of training
camp, the Pittsburgh
Steelers ran out of
patience.
In a stunning move,
the Steelers put Harris
on waivers Monday.

Any other NFL team yards to break Jim
can now claim Harris Brown's National Footfor a mere $100 — or ball League rushing
$8114,900 leas than Harris record. He has been one
would have been paid in of the most durable
1984 under the option backs in football
year clause of his history, missing only
contract.
nine games in his
"I don't think they career, and gained 1,007
really wanted me," yards last season
Harris said at his home despite running behind
Monday night, an often makeshift offloodlights from TV fensive line
cameras lighting up a
Harris made the Imneighborhood located maculate Reception,
just five blocks from perhaps the most
Three Rivers Stadium.
famous play in football
"I'm sorry it had to history; holds or shares
end this way. A lot of 24 NFL records and is
great moments, a lot of the only running back to
great people are in Pitt- gain more than 1.000
sburgh," he said.
yards tn eight seasons.
Harris needs just 363
But the Steelers felt

there was no time for
Harris' 11,1050 career gained 1,000 or
more
nostalgia when Harris yards rank only behind yards
in each of the
balked at his current Jim Brown's NFL Steelers'
four Super
contract, refused to career-best total of Bowl championshi
p
report to training camp 12,312. His eight seasons. He gained
1,556
on July 20 and requested 1.000-yard seasons are yards in playoff games
a two-year deal that an NFL record and he alone
would have paid him
substantially more than
his current salary
Steakfingers, French Fries, Toasted Bun
Slaw, Kosher Dill Pickle and Reg Drink
"We did everything
we could to sign Franco," Steelers President
Dan Rooney said at a
news conference. "We
Good Aug. 17-23
initiated the negotiations in March and
neegotiated in good
faith throughout the
talks. We wanted to do
this right and we wanted
'Try T.J.'s for Bar-Bhim to get the record."

1.99
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LaPoint's plate accomplishments shadow
pitching performance in victory over Reds
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Dave LaPoint would
gladly trade his first
game-winning RBI of
the season for his tenth
victory.
The St. Louis lefthander knocked in three
runs Monday night, but
lasted just 4 2-3 innings
— one out shy of the
starter's requirement
for a victory — in the
Cardinals' 9-7 victory
-over - the Ctricinnatt
Reds.
"I'd give back the
three RBI for one more

Tigers post
super game
in 14-1 win
By BARRY'WILNER
AP Sports Writer
It was a super game in
what has been a super
season for the Detroit
Tigers.
Lance Parrish and
Chet Lemon each
blasted tow-run homers
and Darrell Evans had a
solo shot to back the
combined five-hit pitching of Jack Morris
and Dave Rozema as
the Tigers belted
Oakland 14-1 Monday
night.
The Tigers, runaway
leaders of the American
League East, collected
a season-high 20 hits and
even forced the A's to
use infielder Mark
Wagner on the mound
for the final 1 2-3
innings.
"I've played 15 years
and never been in this
situation before, and
that's why I came here
ire the first place," said
Evans, who joined the
Tigers as a free agent
this season and has been
a part of their divisional
romp — Detroit has a
10%-game lead on
Toronto. "I think I've
done a lot to help this
club."
Morris, 16-8, also has
done plenty. He tied St.
Louis' Joaquin Andujar
for the most wins by any
major-league pitcher,
giving up only three hits
in seven innings.
Oakland's Wagner
relieved Chuck Rainey
In the seventh after
Manager Jackie Moore
asked for volunteers.
"In the sixth inning,
he went around and asked who wanted to
pitch," recalled
Wagner, a former
Tiger, who surrendered
two hits, walking one
and striking out Johnny
Grubb. He did not allbw
a run. "I went up and
told himl I'd go a couple
of innings. When I was a
little kid. I always
wanted to pitch in Tiger
Stadium It was fun."
Elsewhere, it was
Baltimore 5, Seattle 4;
Kansas City 8, Boston 5;
New York 8, California
4, and Chicago 7, Texas

out in the fifth," LaPoint said.
Although LaPoint
wasn't sharp on the
mound, it appeared he'd
be able to sail to his
third straight victory
anyway. His three RBI,
three hits by rookie
Terry Pendleton, and
Darrell Porter's tworun homer sent St. Louis
to a comfortable 8-2 lead
in the middle of the fifth.
LaPoint -got the Brat
two outs in the bottom of
the inning, served up a
two-run homer to Cesar
Cedeno, then walked the
next two batters to bring
Neil Allen out of the
bullpen.
"I didn't have
anything," LaPoint admitted. "I think the problem was that I was
ducking it. With the hits
going back over my
head, I was taking my

Ti's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

JAMIE D. WASHER, FIC
Field Representative
Murray, Ky. 753-4377
This specially trained Woodmen Field Representative
has earned national recognition for excellence, providing outstanding service for his Woodmen members.
'7he FAMILY Fraternar®

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSUftANCE SOCIETY
Hoene (Niece Woodmen Tower • Omaha

eyes off the plate after
"Tonight was a
throwing the bail."
strange game," Lahti
His mound successor said. "It went back and
had the same problem
forth for a long time."
Allen- walked the two
The Reds suffered
batters he faced to force their third straight loss,
in a run, making the even though they've
score 8-5 with the bases pounded 51 hits in the
loaded. Reds player- four games since Rose
manager Pete Rose put returned. Starter Jay
himself in as pinch- Tibbs, 2-1, lasted just
hitter, and the Cardinals four innings Monday
countered wth Dave Von night, giving up 10 hits
Ohlen.
and five runs.
--Rose- lined- a shot up- ...The Reda were last In
the middle, but Von the National League
Ohlen gloved it to end with a 4.28 team earned
the threat.
run average going into
Jeff Lahti, 4-2, the game.
became the fourth CarThere were two indinals reliever when he dividual highlights to
came on to get the last the game. Cincinnati's
two outs in the sixth Ron Oester singled to
The right-hander allow- extend his hitting streak
ed just one run the rest to 19 games, and Ozzie
of the way, on Dave Smith made his first apParker's solo homer in pearance for St. Louis
the ninth, to gain the since breaking his wrist
victory.
July 13.

SCOREBOARD
For health
Insurance to
helpipay
soanng
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.

Watch for the '84 Pigskin Preview in Thursday's Murray Ledger A
Times. The special section
will feature preseason outlooks for Calloway County High. Murray High
and Murray State football
teams.
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EAST DIVISiON
GB
W
GB
L
Pct
Detroit
44
$1.2
651 4
Toronto
70
5116 10•••
53
4
Balt.more
46
5.1.2 15
3....
10
65 561
524 It
Neu York
101s
64
Boston
6I
17Is
.512
21,
1
ci.„...,,
70
H
.,
a,
,
101
Mil.Aukek.vEST
_
c•
ti;
,
.Nrs7;d1
.
:04 419 2's

Atlenta
44
Si
512 9
Houston
63 Ill
500 104
Los Angeles
61
SI
4/46 12
Onc tonal,
32 73
416 21
San Fran. Is• 0 47 73
3X5 24,
,
Monday's Games
Chicago 6 Houston 1
Atlanta 4. Pittsburgh I. 10 innings
St Lows 9. Cincinnati 7
San Diego 3, New York 1
Montreal 1 Los Angeles I
Philadelphia 6. San Francisco 4
Tuesday's Glans"
Houston ,Scott 5-10. al Chicago
i Eckersley 6,71
Atlanta 'Pere: 11-3. at Pill
sburgh !Turku 0.0,
St Louis . Kepshon. 3 21 at Cincinnail oPrics 64or-ASes4s441gen Olt,- New. York .Lynch 6 7. at San
Inego I Lollar am,
Montreal i Schritseder 6.3o at Los
Angeles • Valensuela 6141
Philadelphia (Carhop 11,11. at
San Francisco I Krukovi 10.9.
Wednindey's Gaol& •
Philadelphia 01 0,.,, avant...co
Houston al (Incas° Montreal at los Angeles
Atlanta at Pittsburgh
St Louis at Cincinnati
Neu York al San I,Ir011

Minnesota
California
Kanaas Clly
Chicago
Oakland
Seattle

65
525 56
492
43
Os
41
43
61
492
4 1s
Ni 63
ash
5
60 66
476 61,
70
56
444 104
432 12
71
54
Texas
Monday's Games
Kansas City 6 Bosusi 5
Detroit 14, Oakland I
Baltimore 5 S.M.. I
New York h CA111101-rmi 4
Chwago 7 Texas 5

-

Llooly games Nt ile.hil.,
Lowly('Ganis
Cleveland .Saila. 4 4 • .o1 Toronto
• Sorb 2.4'1
In t
Kansas City • Leibrandl 7-5. al
Baton .Clernens 71. on •
Seattle oB•ruias 0•4 • at
Baltimore I Davis 12,11., • n .
Oakland I Sorrnaen 4.11-. al
Detro
11eoth
ita
uit 11.11t.
l3 7 tatotriot . to.mt at
New York obilekro 14 7 L • n o
Minnesota . Si Non. 4.6 • at
Milwauker . Haas. 6-10 , .rti
Chicago • Nelson 2.0. at Texas
I Mason 610 L . n •
Wednesday's Ben.
,
Cleveland at Toronto , .,
Kansas ('117 01 Boo,. .11,
Oakland at Detroit .n.
Seattle at Baltimore .01
Calif.:HT Iii at New York. on.
01 i nnesotte at 11111,Ingulter. In.
Chicago at Tex.... II

Sports Transactions

licroley's Sports Traraactions
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOI-ES -Rear•
tivated John Lowenstein, out
fielder from the 15.clay &tabled
list Placed Dan Ford. outfielder,
on the 21-day disabled list retroac,
five to Aug 17
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Placed
Brook Jacoby third baseman, on
the 21 0.y disabled list

National League
ATLANTA BRAVES -Placed
Steve F3edrosIan pItcher. on the
15.day disabled list Recalled Mike
•Payne. pitcher from Richmond of
the International League
SAN FRANCISCO
GIANTS-Traded Al Oliver, first
baseman and • minor league
player to be named later to the
Philadelphia PhIllies for two minor
league pitc hers to be named later

•

Baseball Player s of the Week
NEW YORK (API —
Mickey Hatcher of the
Minnesota 'Twins and
Mike Boddicker of the
Baltimore Orioles were
voted co-winners of the
American League
Player of the Week'
award.
Hatcher had two
four-hit games with
five doubles and six
RBIs last week. He bat-

ted .556, 15-for-27. Boddicker' pitched two
complete-game victortes with a one-hitter
over Toronto last Monday and a four-hit
shutout over California
on Sunday
NEW YORK (AP) —
Tim Raines of the Montreal Expos was named
the National League's

Player of the Week
after hitting .458 with
eight stolen bases.
Raines had 11 hits in
24 at-bats, scored seven
runs and drove in five
for Montreal, winning
the honor by beating
out Pete Rose, who
became player manager ,of the CMcinatti Reds and hit .533
with 5 RBIs.

Larry Krouse Insurance
324 Main

759-9888
,

We have many years of experience backing every photograph
made at your wedding. Weddings photographed exclusively by
David and Jill Celaya, a team working for you.

WELLS STOW
RAND
Cortf

.'a,w!m••'T_
The Can Mon Is At Stelollne Alleys—
We PaV
ST RAT SOWARDS The Adventures of Can Men Can lie Heard On

la-1

•

Lb

wcip,

Le:71.
ha..8Y KY

216 East North Street
Mayfield, Kentucky 247-1851 :
°pew Tues.-Fri. 9-5 Sat, 9-12:30
. Closed Mon.
953

•
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Local grad wins bugle solo

MHS calendar for week
The following is
calendar of events for
August 21-25 from the
Murray High School.
Tuesday. August 21 —
Home Room 825-8:55:
Student Schedule
Changes in the Office 3-4
p.m.
Wednesday, August 22
— Home Room

Schedule.
Thursday. August 23
— Home Room
Schedule; Bonfire Murray High 8 p.m
Friday. August 24 —
Varisty Football VS
CCHS, there, 8 p.m
M.H.S. band performs
at halftime
Saturday. August 25

Kent Eversmeyer,
son of Dr and Mrs
Harold Eversmeyer,820
North 19th St., Murray,
won first place in
French Horn Bugle solo
competition at Drum
Corps International
Contest on Aug 18 at
Atlanta. Ga
He is a fifth year
member of the Madison
Scouts of Madison, Wis,
The Scouts placed fifth
in Drum Corps International World
competition.
There are over 50
Drum Corps in the
United States with approximately 128
members in each that

— A'SJP No. nil Mix tt
Harrington: F.H.A.•
Salad Supper at M H.S.
5 p.m.
Monday. August 27 —
Secondary School
Recognition Banquet
Washington. D.C.
1Thursday, May 23,
1985 — Murray High
School Graduation.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Metric measure
4 A state abbr
6 Haste
11 Unit of currency
13 Vulture
15 Isle abbr
16 Winged
18 Eat
19 Beverage
21 Algerian
seaport
22 Saint abbr
23 Clothing
26 Health resort
29 Journey forth
31 Woody plant
33 In the year
abbr
34 Chinese
distance
measure
35 Simian
38 Still
39 Italy abbr.
40 Teutonic deity

41 Want
43 Paddles
45 Beast of burden
17 Acquiescence
50 Pianissimo
abbr
52 Christmas carol
53 Vast age
56 Lino! of Iranian
currency
58 Aq_eatic
mammal
Behold!
61 Brook
63 Reverberations
65 Disreputable
66 Latin
coniunction
67 Enemy

Answor to Previous Puzzle
E E. T IIP I 1
. 1IP RA T Ell
RULERS
RAISIN
OPULENTOA I
ET
OAST
E
EROS
BEE
EDI T
SERE
AS
I RATE
EDAM
ER I S
SONS
TRADE
NI TS
AD
DUAL
EVEN
R IM
ER
,BA I T.TRES
ODXRETINUE
IF
RENEGE
DELUDE
IIMOTOR
SS. EN

6 General aspect
of landscape
7 River in Italy
8 Goals
9 Redacts

MEM ME MEM
=Mg= UMNIMME
ME MOM MN=
MUM MEM ME
MEMINIMM MEM
MN= =NW 1111
NE NMI MEM ME
ME MINIM
WM=
MEM =EMMEN
ME= Mai
MN= MINIM ME
MEM= MEM=
MEM= MN MOM

10 Spanish
nobleman
12 Los Angeles.
abbr.
14 Again, prefix
17 Sour
20 Swiss river
24 Toll
25 Confederate
general
27 Couple
28 Emmets
29 Insect
30 Ventilates
32 Short jacket
36 Moccasin
37 Thrifty
administration
42 Difficulty
44 Devoured
46 Extra
48 Mediterranean
vessel
49 Choose
51 Entreaty
54 Butter
substitute:
colloq.
55 Part of face
56 Rupees: abbr.
57 Possessive
.pronoun
59 Symbol for
rhodium
62 Forenoon
64 Resulting from

THE HARDER YOU
WORK THE MORE MONEY
YOU SHOULD MAKE!

PETS OF THE MEEK — These two pets are
available for adoption at the Animal Shelter, 105
E. Sycamore Ext., just east of South Fourth
Street, operated by the Humane Society of
C'alloway County. In the top photo is a maleEnglish Shep, approximately 1,
4iyears old, good
around people and kids. In the bottom photo is a
female Terrier mix, good house dog, approximately one year old. Hours of the shelter, open
to the public, are 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.. Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, 10 a.m, to
noon. Thursday. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday, and
noon to 4 p.m.. Sunday.

HA65L ING

YOU LATELY

rill,

1
1

7

2

a

Kent Eversmeyer

I BELIEVE IN THE
ALLOWANCE ETHIC

OicKEO,
if/

so-

AND GIMME
QUARTER POUNO OF
THAT FUDGE

YOU TRIEO -ro
HELP Me , C4MO.
YOU KNEW THESE
MEN WOULD KILL
119U„
HOPED
I wOULDN'

By Abigail
Van Buren

NEW YORK (AP) —
A garage sale is a good
way to get rid of unwanted household items
and make money at the
same time.
To make the most of
the sale, it is best to
make all the items look
good. In some cases,
just a thorough cleaning
will do the job. But a
quick spray of paint on
other objects, such as
outdoor furniture, can
triple their value, while
aerosol paint removers
and lacquer can help
restore old furniture to a
much more profitable

NAT MEW*'CU KNOW WHO
THEY ARE.MO MORE L1E-5,
TALK'

Commonwealth
Of Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet
Department Of
Highways
Notice To
Contractors
Sealed bids will be
received
by
the
of
Department
Highways in the
Auditorium located on
the 1st Floor of the
State Office Building,
Frankfort, Kentucky,
until 10:00 A.M.,
Eastern
Daylight
Time on the. 31st day
of August, 1984, at
which time bids will
be publicly opened
and read for the improvement of:
Calloway County,SRS
0000019
GR
84
Bituminous Surface
On Various Roads.
See Proposal For Additional Information.
Bid proposals for all
projects
will
be
available until 9:00
Easttrn
A.M..
Daylight Time, rriday, August 31, 1984,
at the Division of Contract Procurement.
Bid proposals for all
projects
will
be
available at a cost of
$8 each and remittance,payable to the
State Treasurer of
Kentucky must accotlipany regire!.,W_
propahali

Refundable). Bid Proposals Are Issued Only To Prequallfied
Contractors.
Specimen proposals
for all projects will be
available to all interested parties at a

a
ir

Ii
b.

a,
0
111

DEAR ABBY:The letter from the
woman who shoplifted a 78-cent box
of candy brought back memories.
When I was a young girl, I helped
another girl steal a 10-cent ring
from a 5-and-10-cent store. (She
"accidentally" knocked the ring to
the floor, I picked it up and slipped it
to her, and she put it in her purse.)
I slept over at her house that
night. We had a fight, and I. told her
if she didn't shut up and let me go to
sleep, I would tell her mother about
the ring she stole. Her mother heard
us, came into the room and said,
"What ring?"
My friend had to tell her mother
the truth, so the next day her mother
and my mother marched the two of
us back to the store, made us confess
to the clerk and return the ring.

RON FOR
COVER.
°PIE!

YEAH.I DON'T
WANT ANOTHER
SCENE LIKE
WE 1-1Ap
YE-.ST EftDAY

Kent was active in
Murray High School
Band and Winter Guard,
McDonald's All
American High School
Band, Murray State
University W\ind
Ensemble and Campus
Lights Orchestra. He is
a student majoring in
engineering physics at
MSU.

4
t

5:

condition

5ARGE HA5
REALLY BEEN

1

The top 12 corps corn
peted in finals Saturda
nieht with top honors er
ing to the Gar
Cadets of Garfield. :\

tI
t4

Garage sale tips
3ELIEVE IN THE
WORK ETHIC...

Saturday

'RH

DOWN
1 Mine entrance
2 Flower
3 Spanish article
4 Lovely dance
5 Macaw

competed in Interna
Ilona' competition from
Wednesday through

Abby,that was the worst moment of
my life, but it was one of the best
lessons I have ever learned.
It happened 64 years ago, and
from that day on I was never
tempted to steal a thing.
NAMELESS IN LANCASTER,PA.
DEAR NAMELESS: Your
friend's mother was wise. An
ounce of humiliation is worth a
pound of punishment.

DEAR ABBY: I hope you can
settle a difference of opinion between
my mother and me. My husband

and I received a wedding invitation,
and in it was requested, "No gifts,
please."
My mother thinks it means,"Do
not buy a gift; we prefer money
instead." I think it means no gifts of
any kind.
Abby, is a monetary gift considered a gift?
US IN SELMA, ALA.

DEAR US: A monetary gift is
indeed a gift."No gifts, please"
means don't bring a present of
any kind.

DEAR ABBY:Your letter warning
women about unethical psychotherapists was excellent. I'm saving
it. I was a victim 15 years ago. He's
still out there practicing.
It might help to warn others that
many unethical therapists have
excellent "lines." He ignored my
real problem and kept steering our
conversations back to sex. He asked
me to write down my sexual
fantasies, and he even loaned me a
book of erotic stories that he asked
me to discuss with him. Then he
asked if he could come to my home
to, see me.(My husband was overseas.) How dumb I was!
After he got what he wanted, he
dropped me. I felt guilty for seven
years because he made me believe
that I had instigated it.
Another therapist was able to
help me face my real problem, which
has nothing to do with sex. (I had

Specimen proposals
cannot be used for
bidding.

Attention
County
Calloway
Football Players!
Photographs
can
Your
be seen of
Artcrati Photography
Eel Air Shopping Center
ART Lessons and Oil
Painting. Beginners,
adults or children
Loretta McFain.
Puryear, 901-247-5735
DART CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Bailey Farm
Lumbar
now has
Oak sawed
Tobacco Sticks.
$111 par hundrad
POOL 15 Cu.ft
chest type freezer with
steel lever tal 1,2
Yelsr
food proteition
warranty. $5 Mr Week
Rudolph Goodyear, 75E0505
WHIRLPOOL 18,006
BTU air conditioner
with copper coils and 2
directional air flow.
Only $ 6 80 week'
Rudolph Goodyear, 75E0695

tr
re

sv

Icf
ta
th

an
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ex
pa

Ce

women who think therapists can do
no wrong.
ANOTHER VICTIM
DEAR VICTIM: You say "he's
still out there." Why should he
go unpunished, free to do to
other women what he did to
you? If you haven't let him know
that you are wise to him now,
please consider it. It may not be
too late to report his unprofessional conduct to the proper
authorities.

SELECT group No. 2
Shingles, $16.95 sq. MidJim &lifer & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad Buick

Bob's
Fish
Market
Johnny

Robertson Rd.
Ky. Lake
Catfish
759-1109
Now $1.60 Lb.

753-2617
QUASER wireless remote video recorder
with 14 day programming Only 88.00 week
Rudolph Goodyear, 7539095

fo
cc
se
fL

been raised by a domineering,
mentally sick mother.) The second
therapist also helped me to deal
with this sicko who had subtly
seduced me. I hope this isn't too long
for your column. It could help other

cost of $8 each (Non.
Refundable).

Tn
or
7b

South Wholesale, 342
East Washington,
Parts, Tn. 901.642-2552

4 . In Memory
In Memory of our
son & brother
Kevin Lee Pritchett who passed
away seven years
ago on Aug. 20,
1977.
The memories
are ever present,
the pain so hard to
bear, But when sorrow comes, as sorrow must, all that
can help us are
time and trust.
Time the great
healer of grief and
sorrow. Trust in
the thought of a
brighter tomorrow
By his family.
5

LYNDIA Cochran
Dance and Gymnastics
Register Now' 753-4847

SPIRIT T-shirts $5.91
and caps $4.99 for
Murray and Calloway
at FAYE'S MONOGRAMS AND PRINTED APPAREL Adult
and Youth sizes. East
side of square 753.7743
Hours, 10-5, Mon -Sat
GOD SOW unto Moses
In (sodas 3:14, "I AM
THAT I AM",
Worship( AM the one
God,
only
^
AM.
Worship AM the one
God. Worship only
AM.
Worship AM to on.
God, Warship only
AM
If you do not worship
AM the one Gad Your
souls will 'turn In hall

Lost and Found

LOST one Siamese Cat.
male, 1 year old Fox
Meadows Reward 753(9925
Help Wanted
MONEYMARING
books. Up to $750 next
weekend guaranteed!
Send for Free Information. Fender Publishing
Company_ "Dept." A
Box 54, New Concord,
17
K
6
42
.11,
:
0
Salesperson or
children clothing. Experience perfer bui will
train. Application taken
at the Youth Center in
B e'l i.:itslitppLuE
Center.
a lady to help
with semi-Invalid lady
and do ligM housewerk
Must have transports•
lion and references. For

6

grrry

Miti13lakeLt
IMS6
in my home or yours.
References required.
7534342.

a
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

6 Help wanted
AitTITT S leneffirr.

6.

Help Wanted
22
Musicai
15. Articles for Sale
27, mows Hems% tor sale
36 ECM Rent or Lease
46 Homes for Sale
50 Used Trucks
53 Services Mired NOW
Hiring
Division
a
Concrete
LB.
mix.
80
BUNDY
Flute
for
sale
Contemporary part2
1980
BR,
stove,
re
FOR Sale by owner 3 Ian C'HE V Y Telephone JOINER'S
Consolidated
of
Foods $1.85. Mortar mix. $2.65. 763-3623.
time, $5 per hour
Tree Serfrigitrator,
2 air con
BR cedar and brick Truck 8879 753-4645 or vice. 50 years ex•
PIANO. Baldwin up- ditioners 1-4123-8821 or
Experience and artistic expanding in the Just add water. Mid
home, 14 bath, wood 75343763
perience
sensitivity preferred. Paducah area, will hire SouthWholesale, 342 right, quality instru- I-823-8933
bucket
Also
Remodeled
burning fireplace, 2 car 197-2 EL CAMINO
Work will be assigned 3 people who are honest East Washington. ment has been retruck for hire Call
and
carport,
neat
for
route
type
concrete
Paris,
901442-2552.
Country
TN,
drive,
Home.
conditioned, with 2$. Mobile Hemel for Rent
original with mags 711-09116.
according to need for
marble top vanity, mini Mohave Gold, extra
modals for tall semester work. Start $200 per K -E-E-P 5 A R E wide bench 753-8686
Easy 12 Mile
blinds. storage room, nice, well cared. 57,toot LEE'S CARPET
1986. Contact Art 'Dept., week. Also _taking apwedding band mounted TTPRIGHT piano 8100 carpeted, new
CLEANING Murray's
furni
Drive From Mur- less than 1 year old males. local $2.650 only professional
Murray State Univers- pllcaUons for manager a 3/8 carat diamond. Call 489-2221
Carture, air conditioned
trainees that pay $24,000
750-4587
763-8585
t y . 762 3784
size 5 759-1135
pet Cleaning Company
ray
With
Barns, FOUR room cottage
natural gas Shady
per year. For orlenta•
E.O.E./SIF.
1976 XLT Ranger Ford with over 12 years
tIon call 443-6460 ROW you can own a 24
753-5209
Oaks
with vacant lot, corn- F150 Truck with shell continuous local
Pastures,
Miscellaneous
BTO-'MEDICAL 941a.m. only.
service
complete Satellite AnTRAILER for rent See
pletely furnished, wall motor has factory
Equipment Technician,
Woodlots and
re- using the most powerful
tenna System for only
1-TAT)CES13
Brandon
to
tILAIL!
wall carpet. 10x20 ft built motor, 6,000 miles cleaning
at
Dill
Dill's
$75
per
218 bed hospital, is
system made
16 FT double axle Trailer C't
812.50/week
Clayton's
hundred!
Stream.
No experience
5 or 76 screened porch Blood $1.500 Phone 753-6464
seeking a school trained
Hundreds of satisfied
Part or full time. Start Satellite T.V.. Sales and loading ramp Also
River Boat Dock. Also
individual knowledgaCall 14
Acres.
metal band saw 435- 29. Keating and Cooling
1978 FORD Courier repeat customers
immediately Details. Service, 753-7575.
ft boat, 20 h p
ble in trouble shooting
Licensed
and Insured
XLT auto, good condi.
436-5610
send self-addressed PANELING Paneling! 4434
motor, deep freeze
RING Wooil Heaters for
We move the furniture
and repair of Bio•
[ion 753-0114
stamped envelope to CRI Paneling! Lots of col- rLEARY Satellite mobile homes UL ap436-5481
free. Free estimates, 24
Medical Equipment
Systems.
ors,
$4.75
11
and
ft
up.
MidN41,
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
hour service. 753-5827
Competitive salary and
South Wholesale, 342 fiberglass dishes or 10 proved. $299 09 Wallin
1975 Ford Ranger
Hardware, Paris.
37 Livestock-Supplies
benefit program. Con- 33496.
ft spun aluminum.
East Washington
F.100
4x4
tact Personnel Direc- WANTED. Mature lady Paris, Tn. 901-642-2552. , Starting at $1,550 inPower
FOR SALE RKL.ISTER D Hemp30 Business Rentals
tor, Murray Calloway to stay with elderly STARS
Steering,
Power
By Owner $31,000 2
shiers Boars, excellent
Kenmore Dis- stalled Call anytime,
County Hospital, 803 lady Fix meals and hwasher,
436-2835.
Brakes An Condi
bedroom
house choice
quality
and
bloodline
8150.
1976 750
light housework 753Poplar, Murray, Ky
Mini
Honda Matic. $1,000 or DOES your house need
corner shaded lot. large
tioning New. Paint,
For more information
42071. Phone 502-753- 5656 or 435-4123.
contact Mike
kitchen, utility room,
New Rebuilt Engine,
WANTED secretary 215 best offer on either. Call a new look' Check out
Warehouse
5131.
large selection of
our
Youngblood,
436-2246.
901-364
completely
re-decorated
W 20 000 Actual
EXCELLENT Income hour a week permanent
sidings at great prices'
Storage
2603
Space
inside
USED
and
out
Carpet
job
Exercise
in
city.
No
dictation.
Bike, Mid-South
Miles Excellent Con
for part-time home
Wholesale,
ItASONAEY work done,
and drapes. Insulated,
For Rent
assembly work. For Good working con- excellent condition. At
38 Pets-Supplies
dition and Respec342 East Washington,
brick, block and stucco
new storm windows
Info call 504-641.8003 ditions, typing and ad- ter 5p.m. 753-4871.
Paris,
table Price Can Be
Tn. 901-642-2552
Modular home under.
753-1492
Labrador
ARC
Reding
machine
skills.
WASHER
and
gutters Low cost
and Dryer, FOR Sale
Ext. 8047.
pinning
2
grave
No )ob too big or
lots
Seen
At 1400 Vine
trievers, 1 yellow male,
gas heat, air condiEXPERIENCED Send resume to P.O. Speed Queen, heavy with double bronze
too small Call 901-2431 black male, 1 black
St Call 753 4783
duty, harvest gold, 1
tioner,
tobacco cutters and Box 1040 B, Murray.
ceiling
tans
in
livgranite maker with 32 Apts for Rent
4104
ask for Danny
female. Wormed. shots.
years Old. 8350. 759-4667
after 5 p m ask for
barn hands. 382-2764.
ing /00m and kitchen
vase location Just in 1 BR ap . 414 S. 10th, 8 weeks. 753-1495 after
NEED work on your
9. Situation glinted
or 901-6,14-9077.
David
FEDERAL, State and
Ready to live in, Possible
front of the Woman and Murray. 492-8225.
trees' Topping, prunm.
student look- WHIRLPOOL large Jesus at the Well in
Civil Service jobs now
3rd bedroom upstairs
ing, shaping, complete
1 BR lakefront apt. in DOG Obedience and
available in your area. ing for an elderly lady capacity 3 cycle, 1 Memorial Gardens
5 1 . Cam
removal and more. Call
1400 Sycamore Corner
era
to live with. Rent temperature dryer. Sells for $1,744. Will sell Panorama Shores. Ap- personal protection. Air
Call 1-1619)-589-8304 for
of Woodlawn Murray,
1976 -MIDAS Mini Motor BOVER'S TREE
negotiable. 782-6157 ask $1. 0 0 week. Call our for $1,000 Call pliances furnished, no conditioned training
info. 24 hrs.
SERVICE
for Prochildren or pets. Lease area. ARC registered
Ky Call 759 1987
Home, 23 ft , one owner,
Rudolph Goodyear, 753
T NEED full time for Mary Ann.
313-757-6504.
fessional tree care
deposit required. Call Austrian Cattle Dogs.
loaded 753-0114
housekeeping. 0595.
babysitter to keep 9 WILL
FOR Sale car trailer, 2 436-2484.
753-0338.
4p362868
uppie• and adults .
Have references. 753- WHIRLPOOL large axle. 759-4943
month old, your house
GET back to basic with 52. Boats-Motors
BR furnished apt.
capacity washer, 4 FOR Sale good Pole
or mine Call 759-9706 or 61.29.
near downtown and
6..MALE Show quality this rustic log home. 3 nNFISH
Aluminum SierviceCo.
cycle, 3 water levels. Barn covered with tin
Sailboat.
753-0356.
large 1 BR apt. 420 S. Tonic Himalayan. 753- BR, 2 bath, large living yellow and
orange
35.50 a week. Call Approximately 60'x70',
Aluminum end vinyl
LOCAL Office Equip- 14. Want to Buy
room and kitchen. Excellent
8th. Lease and deposit 5366.
condition
Rudolph
Goodyear, 753
ment Co. has openings ThIED pool table. Call
Melina. Custom trim
Call Robert Wiggins. required. No pets. PEKINESE dog. re- Located on large tree
Call 1.436-2591 ;from
for full or part time 492-8727 between 7a m • 0595.
753-8164 after 5p.m.
work. References.
Adults only. 753-9208 gistered blonde. 1 year shaded lot 3 miles from Paducah I.
436-2591
commission sales pera
horse,
town
after
near
4p.m.
Oak
wheel
County
female.
old
Loves
Call Will Ed Salley,
from Murray. $500:
sons. Experience help- WANTED. Cast iron 16. Home Furnishings
horse of course, at 1983 1,'UHN1SFILD apts. 1 or people. $25 or price Club and Southwest with wringer
washer,
753-06$9.
(ul not neccessary. double avocado por- 3 PC Oak antique BR prices and even 2 BR. Also
efficiency negotiable to a good Elemetary School. FHA $25
Must have reliable celain kitchen sink, set. Call 753-1874 before cheaper. See Keith at apts. Zimmerman home. 753.4487 after approved and appraised
ODD
job specialist,,
transportation. Send 13x15x7. 436-5806.
2p.m. 759-1446 after Stokes Tractor, Apts.. S. 16th. 753-6609.
at $48,000 Priced to sell 53 Services Offered
4p m.
ceiling fans, electrical.
resume to Copy Tech, WANTED to buy: Har- 4 m
753-1319.
at 8-46,000 Call 753.6855
1,17RNISHED extra
plumbing.
Drawer 99, Gilbert- dwood timber. Call Z,FIEST of drawers, IRON fence that
fencing. You
after 5p.m.
Fuses Blowing?
was nice large 3 room apt. 40
Produce
name it, I do it. You
sville. Ky. 42044.
•Uessers. bedroom around the old Murray near Hospital and Un
753-0358
LAKEVIEW Home in
Service need
buy. I install. You
MAURICES Is now
WANT TO BUY. Stack Mtes, couches and Court House. 35 feet in iversity. Couple or 1; OR Sale Watermelons
Pine Bluff Shores, 3 BR,
break, I fix. Call 436enlarging?
taking applications for unit washer and dryer_ chairs, dinette suites, length. 3200. Call 753- graduate
student Mrs. Pete Valentine, 2 bath, big living room
2868.
the position of assistant
STUBBLEFIELD
Must' be in excellent glasses and dishes, 3300.
with fireplace, front
preferred. Heat and 642-4439.
ROOFING, Free Esmanager. Supervisory 'condition. Call 435-4354,
coffee tabres, end IT's Cheaper To Buy water furnished.. No 1.0ft Sale apples, porch and sun deck,
ELECTRICAL
timates, Call 753-5459 or
and selling experience
tables, ranges, re- Than Rent, New pets or children. Priv- yellow and red delic• double car garage with
COMPANY
753-W72.
preferred. Full time, 15. Articles for Sale
frigerators, washers. Magnovox' VCR. Only ate. 753.8756.
tous. Also prune plums work shop. $33,000. 502759-4899
SEWING Machine Reexcellent benefits and
Lowest prices any- S6/Week. Clayton's ONE and two BR
apt. and damson plums Call 436 2877 or 314-479-3845.
pay. Apply in person. FOR Sale 1 Room 110 where on used furniture Satellite T.V. Sales and near downtown
APPLIANCE SER- pair. All makes and
Murray. Floyd McKenzie, 753models. Industrial,
Chestnut Hills Shopping volt air conditioner
and appliances. Trash Service, 753-7575,
4725.
VICE.
47
Kenmore,
Motorcycle
s
"
753-4109. 762-6650, 436Good condition, $100
Center, Murray_
and Treasure, 806 Col- RIDING Lawn
Westinghouse. home and commercial.
Mower. 2488.
1980 YAMAA 650 Whirlpool.
Call 753-1966
38 yrs. experience. All
dwater Road. Murray. 6 speed wheel
21
years
horse, 1 TAKING applications 43. Real Estate
Maxim I, 4 cylinder experience.
753-4569.
Parts and work guaranteed Kenyear old. Moving must for Section 8. Rent
shaft drive. excellent
WIN El Ell NI IIII MI
IN
service. Bobby Hopper, neth Barnhill, 753-2674.
sell.
Call
435-4342.
Subsidized
apt.
1,
2
condition,
or
3
5,xxx miles. Bob's Appliance
• DO YOU REMEMBER WHEN I velvet headboard, 436Ser- Stella. Ky.
STROUT
SOLID Railroad Ties, $6 BR. Apply Hilldale
$1,500. 437-4240.
vice. 202 S. 5th St. SEW/NG and
5328.
•t
REALTY
I
MURRAY HAD ITS OWN
and up. 753-2905 or Apts.. Hardin, Ky.
8D8B4's Surplus and 753-4872. 753-8886 Alterations. Lynn Stitch
-KitchenVETAL
VIZ 435-4343 or 435-4319.
Equal Housing
Salvage. 25 motor- (home!.
Nitch, 304 North 12th St.
TELEPHONE BOOK?
Lou Ann PhApot 753-6843
with 6 chairs, yellow WE do screen and
cycles. 1982-1984 BLOCK
glass Opportunity.
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Building, between Pizza Hut and
and gray formica top. repair. Free
Do You Remember How EASY It Was To Find
Yamaha and Suzuki. basements.
estimates
McDonalds.
Joe
I
garages.
33.
Rooms for Rent
Kennon 436-5676
Local Business And Resident Telephone'. Must sell, $25. 435-4354 Mid-South Wholesale.
Great Savings. Smoke footing,
1912 Coldweter Road
floors, driveafter 6:30p.m.
342 East Washington, ROOMS or college
damage. Never Titled ways.
Numbers?
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Also brick work,
UNFINISHED bunk Paris. Tn. 901-642-2552.
One
students
boys.
for
and
priced to move. large or small
BAILEY'S FARM
"Do You Remember When Yellow Page Rates
15021
753-01136
jobs. 24
bed set. Includes comblock from campus.
475-4808. Pembroke, Ky.
years experience. 753Anytime
Were REASONABLE & LOGICAL For Business' plete bedding for 2 or 3 WHIRLPOOL 753-5561.
LUMBER
Microwave oven, 700
JOE
i.
KENNON
5476.
beds. 9150. Call 753-1854 watts cooking power,
▪ Owners To Advertise?
48, Auto Services
For all your
Broker
AVE'S
Cleaning
Houses
34.
M-F
Rent
for
days
or 759-9216 large 1.3 cubit ft. interout building needs
WELL...
LOOD Reconditioned (formerly Jeff's Carpet
Licensed & Bonded
nights and weekends.
ior. $4.00 a week, Call 2 BR round home. Nice
-We ore bringing bock the Good Ole Days
759-1099
Auto Batteries. Cleaning), Windows
ITSED GE stove, good Rudolph Goodyear, 753- in quiet area.
Corner of Industrial Rd
guaranteed! $15 ex- and carpets. ReTHE NEW
condition, $50. 753-4994 0595.
$250/month. Deposit
change. Call 753-3711.
sidential and Comafter 5p.m.
WHIRLPOOL Side by and references. 759-4964 46. Homes for Sale
Murray-Calloway County
merical. Free Es- TREE work, ex
%LS it.,RN style couch side, 22 Cu. ft. re- ni:ghts,
4 9 . Used Cars
perienced reasonable
timates. Phone 438,
2845.
1406
SYCAMORE.
3
BR
Telephone Directory
and matching chair. frigerator with ice
quality
1930
MODEL
A
'Tudor
ENCE sales at Sears rates. Free estimate
$100. Kitchen table and
maker_ Tempered glass lakefront house on 5 brick-24 baths. Newly Sedan. 759-1463.
Insured. Call 753-0211.
is
Call
now,
Sears
decorated-Im
753-2310
mediate
chairs, $50. 759-9428 or shelves, porcelain on plus acres for rent (or
1965 DODGE Coronet, 1 for free estimate for WET BASEMENT? We
753-4454.
COMING SOON
steel interior. $12.00 sale-I. Two plus BR, Possession. HOPKIN- dr., automatic,
make wet baSements
a.c.. your needs.
Published By D.J. Schindler Publishing Co
week. Call Rudolph decks overlooking lake, SVILLE FEDERAL rebuilt
engine, new
SAVINGS
BANK,
ENERAL HOME dry. Work completely
7th
3 full baths, 2 car
Goodyear, 753-0695
Gilbertsville, KY 502-362-8644
Office Furniture
tires. $850. Home: 753- REPAIR: 15 years ex- guaranteed. Call or
garage with heated/- and Main. 753-7921.
111
New shipment from
perience. Carpentry. write Morgan ConEll le In MI
cooled shop, excellent 2 BR. dining area and 3992. Work: 753-7743.
New York.
1965
MUSTANG, 280 concrete, plumbing, struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
lty
room.
Near
dock. Seclusion and
2 6 . TV -Radio
Partial List: Wood Chipand downtown. engine, 4 speed, good roofing, siding. NO JOB 409A. Paducah, Ky.
MI= 111111
privacy. Twenty
IIII
Cheaper To Buy minutes to
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
pendale desk, Credenza
County Wide
Murray and F‘Mtrees and garden condition, Call 901-642- TO SMALL. Free esThan Rent. New 19" 45 minutes to Paducah. area. Very neat for 1162, ask for Kelly. timates. Days 753-6973. WE offer
and phone stand Very
Magnovox
After
color
5:30
T.V.
901-352-1624.
ing, painting, plumbing,
nIghts 474-2276,
$450 security deposit. $25,000. 759-1789.
large selection of metal
Only $6 /week. References
RING by Sears. patios, additions. Free
required. BANK of Murray and 1970 MG. good car,
desk, chairs, files,
Clayton's Satellite T.V. Call (5021 436-2591
Sears continuous gut. estimates. PA Molony
or FmHA repossed houses. price right. 615-362-9350.
tables,
bookcases,
Sales and Service. 753- Dr Doris
Beige 15021 Murray Calloway 1974 VEGA GT. 4 speed. ters installed for your Co., 753-8628.
folding tables, excellent
7575
specifications. Call WE repair, buy and sell
County Realty. 304 $800. 7504019.
762-2096.
quality and condition.
FOR Rent or For Sale. S North 12th St. 753-8146 1975 MAVERICK, local. Sears 753-2310 for free used air conditioners.
If You Have A Business In Your Home'
CRYTS USED
estimate.
Call 753-9101.
one owner, low mileage
BR house located at or Ron Talent 753-9894.
I And Would Like To Be Listed In Then OFFICE FURNITURE 27. Mobile Homes for Sale Panorama
Shores. Lot BEAUTIFUL 3 large automatic, air, very INSULATION blown in WILL haul white rock,
12x64
FLEETWOOD,
1016 Jefferson
2 size 90x150 Owner BR, 2 bath, all brick clean. Call 753-3079 and by Sears. TVA ap- sand, lime, rip rap and
NEW MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUN-III
BR, 14 bath, large moving out of state.
Paducah 442-4302
proved. Save on those masonary sand, coal,
For home in Candlelite Es- 753-8400.
I TY DIRECTORY Which Will Be Mailutility room, new car- more information call tates, 5 miles from 1976 BUICK
Skyhawk, high heating and cool. dirt, gravel, fill sand.
pet,
partial
furnished,
town. Fireplace WI. local car, good condi- ing bills. Call Sears Call Roger Hudson,
ed To EVERY Household & Business In• 19. Farm Equipment
753-6531.
ready for occupancy. '17o
753-2310 for free 753-4545-or 753 6763.
BR brick, range, special insert, central tion. 759-9890.
•Murray's Calloway County....
FOR Sale: 80 Bushel Days, 753-6877. Nights. refrigerator,
air cond., air, 2 car attached 1976 PINTO Wagon, loW estimate.
Send Your Name, Business Name,' Hog Feeders, Gravity 753-8804.
large lot, 8 miles S.E. of garage. 759-4791.
mileage, p.s., p.b.. JOE iSonney) 'McKinAluminum end Vinyl
Flow Wagon, 52' 'Tran- 1964 KENTUCKIAN Murray.
Married BY owner. 4 BR, 2 full automatic, very clean. ney Appliance Service.
I Nature Of Your Business, Address
sport Auger, 4000 mobile home. 10x46. 2 couples only
baths, brick home in runs good. S1,495. Phone All makes and models. siding and Aluminum
Ref.
and
&
Bushel, 6000 Bushel. BR. Priced to sell
trim
for rill bousws. It
Telephone Number To:
(Authorized
Service
Gatesborough.
on
Formal 489-2792.
deposit. Call 492-8594.
14.500 Bushel Grain 759-1319 or 753-8573
stops pointing.
Montgomery Ward ApWANTED female room dining room, large 1977 CAMERO,
▪ DJ SCHINDLER PUBLISHING CO.
Bins. Presently Standpliances). Located at
Jock Glover
1980 HOLIDAY 24x6S mate to share fully great room, fireplace. stereo, new tires.
ing. 901-593-3427 collect.
RT. 1 BOX 303A DEPT. PR
furnished house. Re- built-in, appliances, automatic transmis- George Hodge and Son
753-1573
GLEANER KKS Com- double wide to be asonable expenses.
Used
Furniture
Store.
patio,
car
2
garage,
GILBERTSVILLE, KY 42044
sion,
759excellent
• bine, both headers. moved off lot. Lived in 3
condi753-8506 or 492-8704.
central heat/air with tion. 32,100. 759-1765,
4011 after 5p.m
years.
BR.
bath
3
3
sharp, 1 owner. $6,500.
heat pump, total elec• 1978 FORD. 6 cylinder,
•
.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
▪
•
•
Call 753-8848 before fireplace with wood 36. For Rent or Lease
Inc. well insulated. p.s., p.b.,
stove, some appliances
ac,. perfect
Corner
lot with cedar mechanical condition
included.
Appointments
LEASE
PS
or
sale
•
(Tow inunekliete Attention Requested)
fence around back yard. Good
SCB.AUS
Lime Spreader
rn.
tires Priced to •
only 753.2861.
Spacious home on large Call 753-6726
after 7p.m.
Bed , twin fan with
•
*
sell. 753-8821.
reducer box. $650 Call 19ft LIBERTY 1.0(52. 2 lot at 1100 Sycamore, 3 1(014 Sale By Owner, I
CABINETS
•
KITCHEN
CUSTOM
1979 BLACK on Black •
BR furnished, washer BR. 2 baths, full base753-4545 or 753-6763
BR,
2
brick
bath
home,
WOODWORK
ING
•
CUSTOM
&
Trans Am. lots of •
and dryer, underpin- ment. $350 per month
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•
•
LAKE BARKLEY 4 miles South of town on extras, 753-6244.
ning air conditioning
121. Large sunken living
1979 CORVETTE', dark • SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS •
central gas heat. 753- REALTY. Cadiz 924room,
den,
kitchen,
all
• Welmo • Clwrry
0.5
Birch
•
5361.
Locally call 4368825 or after 5p.m
•
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
built in, ceiling fan. green, 31.xxx miles, •
2415
753.4443,
* KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES'
brick fireplace with $9,500. 753-9963.
Owner. 1967 Con- LARGE house in blowers, central
1979
FORD
Mustang,
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
heat
•FURNETTIRE REFINISHING
cord Mobile Home. country, 12 years old, 3 and air. 2 car garage,
1 good condition. 83.100 •COMPETTVI MRCVS
12x60, carpeted, oil BR, 2 bath family acre corner
lot with 753-1591.
Ow. By•Sew
•
furnace and tank, air room. garage, 15 acres matching brick
Despemy
out 1979 MAZDA 628, 2 door,
conditioner, porch and 10 minutes out. Re- building Patio A great 5 speed. 1524 Kirkwood •Ow
steps. Good condition. ferences and deposit buy for the right family
Drtve, 753-7190
well buklt. Call 492-8878 required, $425/month
1980 MA-7357i RXT, $6.
Call Now, 753-0806,
759-4887 or 901.844-9077
after 5p.m.
900 753-2850.
•
1981 GRAND Prix LJ.
low mileage, clean.
HOUSING AUTHORITY
7S3-4647.
ON MOO MOW (ID
Remodeled
GOV T surplus Cars
OF MURRAY
Country Home.
CAP 511EIZIED
and Trucks under 1100.
716 NASH DRIVE
Now available in your
Easy 12 Mile
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
area.
I-16191-569Call
For Rent - Taking Applications
Drive From Mur0241. 24 hrs.
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
ray With Barns,
VW Dune Buggy. excel.
One Bedroom Apartments
lent
condition.
$1,500
Pastures,
Available to Eligible Couples, Age 62
Phone 753.6404

FOR LEASE

2 eillf,"1111=KM=

rrliALE

a.

ET

tarusrzr----a-crch--re dy

I

Is

rRECUTIVE

rrs

FREE
LISTING

BUSINESS TELEPHONE z
NOT REQUIRED

FOR

II • mi. som..11

Place Your Classified
Across Kentucky
for just

$99

ALJF3ffsiEE.

FOR SALE

(20 words)
$5 per word charge for more than 20 words

The Kentucky Statewide Classified
allows your classified advertisement to appear
- in Kentucky Press Association
member newspapers throughout the
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified Today!
Contaet

The Murray
Ledper ,11,4
753-1916

STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED
PROGRAM

or Older, Admission and Rent Based

on Income.
Two Bedroom Apartments
Designed for Eligible Family with
Handicapped Membor..Onit features

Hold-Bars in Bathroom and Chair-Level.
Kitchen Sink; Ramp Entrance from
Street to Doorway; all Designed for
Wheel-Chair User Located La Follette
AdmissiamAniu 1;ent. 81:nrt; 0)17
Income.
• Efficiency Apartments
Available to Eligible Single Persons.
Age 62 or Older, Two Locations: 200

L.P. Miller Street, 503 North 1st Street.
Admission and Rent Based on Income.,
fr

••••

Woodlots and
Stream. 5 or 76
Acres.
Call
436-5610.

50

Used

pioNeem

Trucks

1977 1113D-GE Pickup,
short bed, pla , p b , air.
Michelin tires, almost
new 435.4434

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Silver
Gold
Closed
Closed
Yesteraay
' 7 82
'Yesterday 350 5
Opened
Opened
7 51
Today
345.75
Today
31
Down
4.50
Down
Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
773 7113
Wr bloy Gold %Orr,• Dien...Ida
How• 10 6 Doily 17 S SuMicy

ACCENT ON
QUALITY & CHARM
Must Sell, Low 60's Getesborough Subd. Call
Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
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Park plans to reopen ride

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Hale's Rites today Olive Parks Pritchett's funeral planned
The funeral for Sidney I. Diexter. died Monday
father dies
for Mr. Ellis dies; funeral Pritchett
will be at 1030 p.m. at Lourdes
Private graveside serWednesday at 2 p.m in Hospital. Paducah. He
in DeRidder vices
for Jackie Dale rites planned the chapel of Max
Chur- had been injured in a

Ellis, Sr., were today at
Leslie Carroll, 67. 11 a.m. at the Elm
father of Mrs. Don (Bon- Grove Cemetery John
nie) Hale, Rt. 1, Mur- Dale officiated
ray. died Saturday at
Max Churchill
1:25 p.m. at the Funeral Home
was in
Beauregard Memorial charge of
Hospital. DeRidder, arrangements.
La., where he resided.
Mr. Ellis. Jr., 28, Rt.
Mr. Carroll worked 3, Murray, drowned late
for the Civil Service for Saturday afternoon
in
25 years in Ba.xterville, Kentucky
Lake after
Miss. He was an Army falling off a pontoon
veteran of World War II boat
north of Eggner's
and a member of the Ferry Bridge at Aurora.
VFW at Lumberton,
His body was located
Miss.
about one mile north of
He is survived by his the bridge
by Jerry
wife, Mrs. Bessie Mae
Maupin, fishing guide.
Carroll, DeRidder; early
Monday morning.
three daughters. Mrs.
Survivors are his
Hale. Rt. 1, Murray, father,
Jack Ellis."InMrs. Maxine Dousay, dianapolis, Ind.; three
Huntsville, Ala., and daughters, Lori Gaye
Mrs. Sid (Louise) Louis, Ellis, Tennessee,
and
Laurel, Miss.; eight Brandi Ellis
and Misty
grandchildren; six Ellis, Florida;
one son,
great-grandchildren.
Jackie Dale Ellis, Jr.,
Also surviving are ,Rt. 3, Murray;
his
three sisters, Mrs. Mat- grandmoth
er, Mrs.
tie Johnson, Lumberton, Violet Carnet! Ellis,
Miss., Mrs. Mandy Monrovia, Ind.
Gale, San Miguel, Calif.,
and Mrs. Melinda Filer,
Sacramento, Calif.:
three brothers, Archie ▪ earns'•Stalle Markel Sews Sees ire
Iugust II, 1951
Carroll and Buster Car- Isenbreks
Purr-Mae area Hog Marker
roll, Kumberton and Report Includes 6 Boxing Mations
Toxie Carroll, Purvis, Keeeipls. Set. SI I Eel. 440 Harrows
Wits 1.30 lower Sows .50-1.06 lower
Miss.
IS I 2 210-144 lb..
451.75 St.t5
The funeral was Mon- soave S2.13
220•21, lb..
$56.73-31.7S
day at 11 a.m. in the 15
US2 215560 lb..
1131.63-31.16
chapel of Hixson l'S 2.3 900.270 lb..
136.53-51.2.5
Funeral Home, DeRid- Sews
l'S 1.2 2755611 lb..
661.30.43.6111
der, with Vie Rev._ L'S 1.5 1/04-450 lb..
.5.110.001L96
141.05.43.40
Charles Edwards CS 1.11400405 lb..
IS I-3 MOAN lbs.
543.05.45.S6
officiating.
Is so110.5111161ba.
$16.05-611.11111
Graveside rites were Hears 34.40.9/1.05
today at 2 p.m. in the
Memory Gardens
Cemetery, Laurel,
Miss., with Dr. Carl
Dickerson officiating.

Hog market

chill Funeral Home, car-motorcycle acciOlive 0. Parks, 81, Terry Walters will
dent at 6:30 p.m. Monformerly of Calloway officiate.
day at the intersection
County, died Monday
Burial will follow in of Highways 641 and 464.
morning at Red Banks the Stewart Cemetery.
The deceased was
Towers in Henderson
Friends may call at retired from the
the
funeral
home after 4
Western Electric at St.
He was a retired
farmer and a member P.m. today (Tuesday).
Louis, Mo., and was a
Mr.
Pritchett, 37, Rt. member of the Dexter
of the Lynn Grove
United Methodist
Church of Christ.
Church.
BOrn Oct. 14, 1946, in
Born May 19, 1903, in
Calloway County, he
Calloway County, he
was the son of Lovie
was the son of the late
Lois Sills Pritchett and
Albert Parks and Em.
Joe L. Pritchett who
maHarris Parks.
died in 1968. He also was
Two daughters surpreceded in death by
vive who are Miss Robtwo brothers, Billy Pritbie Jo Parks and Mrs.
chett in 1966 and Harold
Elizabeth DiLegge, both
Final rites for Mrs
Pritchett in 1956.
of Henderson.
Gracie Phelps Terry
He is survived by his
Several nieces and will be Wednesday at 2 mother, Mrs. Pritchett,
nephews survive in- p.m. in he chapel of J.H. Dexter; one daughter,
cluding Carmon and Churchill Funeral
Miss Allison Pritchett,
Crystal Parks, Dewey Home.
Murray; three sisters,
and Ruby Parks, Rudell
Burial will follow in
Mrs. John (Mary Nell)
and Isabel Parks, Pur- the Friendship
Griggs, Dexter, Mrs.
dom and Edna Parks, Cemetery.
William (Hilda) DunFriends may call at
Arie and Loyd Wilkercan, Murra, and Mrs.
son, Zera and Madison the funeral home after 5 Ovie (Sadie) Miller, Jr.,
Jones and Bea and p.m. today (Tuesday).
Benton; two brothers,
Mrs. Terry, 87, died
Carnell Wells, all of
Jimmy Pritchett and
Calloway County.
Saturday at 4:09 p.m. at
wife, Gaynelle, and Joe
the Heritage Hospital. Ed Pritchett and wife,
The funeral will be
Taylor,
Mich.
husHer
Juanita, Dexter.
Wednesday at 10 a.m. in
band, Thomas Terry.
the chapel of J.H. Churdied Jan. 7, 1975.
chill Funeral Home. The
She is survived by one .
Rev. Don Faulkner will
_
daughter, Mrs. Radford
GM SWUM • Gm, Kam, Thd Grua GM limasi
officiate.
Nil URVICA Man' 7_1 Wilk Gemini Gii Pans
Wells; two sons, James
...—............Burial will follow in M. Terry and Donald
the South Pleasant Terry; one sister, Mrs.
Grove Cemetery.
Opal McClure; one
Friends may call -at brother, Clyde Phelps;
_
the funeral home after 3 18 grandchildren; 40
p.m. today (Tuesday).
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Terry's
rites planned
Wednesday

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Mrs. Eron Parks
Brunet, formerly of
Calloway County. died
Monday at 2:30 p.m. at
her home in Ottoway,
Canada.
She is survived by her
husband, Emery
Brunet; two daughters,
Mrs. Ray Tomblin and
Mrs. Michel Senquin;
two grandsons. Allen
Senquin and Adrin Sinquin, all of Canada.
Also surviving are two
sisters. Mrs. Connie
Jones and Mrs. Jessie
Robinson of Murray;
one brother, Luther
Parks, Murray.
One broth9p, Edwin
Parks, died Jan. 2, 1981.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m.
at Moose Creek, Ontario. Canada.

E.E. Workman
dies Friday
in California
Earl Euin Workman,
84. Ridgecrest. Calif.,
died Friday at a hospital
there.
He was the son of the
late Joseph Thomas
Workman and Melissa
Jones Workman of
Calloway County. He
was preceded in death
by one sister, Mrs. Eula
Mae Doherty, and four
brothers, Boron. Raymond, John and Otis
Workman.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Georgina
Workman, and four
children of the California area: one sister,
Mrs. Venela Sexton,
Murray; one brother,
W.T. Workman, Lake
Havsau City. Ariz.; a
brother-in-law. A.A.
Doherty, and two
sisters-In-law, Mrs.
Hazel Workman and
Mrs. Myrtle W. Jordan,
Murray.
Services were conducted in Ridgecrest,
..141161.

1984 Pontiac Gran

INVESTMENTS

+11.37
47% +1/4
27% +%
19% +
27% -%
30% +V.
20 one
49% +%
455/6 +3
/
4
2114 unc
75% +%
37% -1
/
4
30/
1
4 one
one
6/
1
4 unc

I.B.M
Jerrico
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay osm.
J.C. Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

124% + I%
16% +1
/
4
32% -%
33/
3
4 +1
/
2
111
/
4 +%
51% +%
37% +1%
65 +1
35% +1
/
4
no trade
35% %
371
/
4 +
431/4 -1/s
20/
/
4
1
4 +3
11% one
10.89

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS

MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

Wallpaper Special
Order Books

20 books on sale
Aug.27 till Oct. 1
On Sale For 1 Month

30%

Off

540-degree turn parallel
to the ground, were left
hanging 7 feet in the air
for about 15 minutes
while restraints were
released manually
Seven people were
treated for minor injuries. Another was
hospitalized overnight
with a concussion
Ruth Voss, manager
of marketing communications for Kings
Island, reported the test
results Monday.
"As a result, all new
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students — was a 35 percent increase from
levels of 10 years
earlier. Between 1972
and 1982. female ennollment increased by 65
percent. while maltenrollment increased Ico.
only 13 percent.
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spindles are now being
manufactured in Tokyo,
Japan, by Togo Inc and
are being properly heat
treated," Mrs. Voss
said. "Once this is done,
they will be shipped to
Kings Island, tested
again and installed on
the ride. This should
take about two weeks.
"In addition to the
spindles, each part on
the train has been
disassembled and
tested, and found to be
reliable."

More women than men no%
enrolled in U.S. colleges
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Mrs. Brunet,
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persons, dies

KINGS MILLS, Ohio
(AP) — Kings Island
amusement park expects to reopen its
stand-up roller coaster
in about two weeks,
after park officials said
they had learned what
caused an accident that
injured eight people.
The last car of the
King Cobra came to a
stop on the tracks as a
wheel spindle broke
Aug. 8.
Park officials on Monday blamed Togo Inc. of
Japan for producing a
defective part. Togo
designed and built the
ride, which opened April
22.
T. Lew Hooper, vice
president and general
manager of the
southwest Ohio park,
said analysis by three
independent
laboratories found that
a wheel assembly fell
off because the spindle
failed to hold it in place.
"The spindle was not
thoroughly heat-treated
during manufacturing
In Japan," Hooper said
in a statement. "It was
not as hardened or as
strong as it should have
been."
Passengers, strapped
standing up in the ride
when it stopped in a
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